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s FAIR'S END—The Murray-Calloway County Jaycee lair ended Saturday
night.with much of the excitement that marked the entire week A pair of
steeds in the top, left, photo tug a sled loaded with cinder blocks, the parts
of a mule-horse pulling contest Saturday. A trattor pull (top, right) was held























Delaney, president of the Jaycees, takes a plunge in the Calloway 
County
Fore-Rescue Squad dunking booth. The Jaycees donated $101 to the rescue
• squad. And int the bottom, right, picture, Ted Cunningham i
s shown getting
a $2,000 check won during the fair Saturday, from fair board president
Jerry McCoy and fair queen leslee Grogan. Photos by Jennie S. Gordor
Carter, Leaders Of Six Other Nations Are
Unveiling Global Economic Program Today
By FRANK 'CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
BONN. West Germany (AP)
President Carter and leaders of six
other major non-Communist nations
today are unveiling an agreement on
what U.S. Treasury Secretary W.
Michael Blumenthal called a "concrete
and concerted action program" to deal
with global economic problems.
The economic summit's com-
munique, to be issued after the final
session this afternoon, was expected to
include specific targets for economic
growth, ,employment, and inflation in
each of the seven participating nations.
Conferences sources said Carter
agreed to increase oil prices to in-
ternational levels in 1980, although it
was not clear how he would accomplish
this. Current -price controls expire in
1979 but could, under present law, be
extended to 1981. The current price of
U.S. otl ranges from $5.23 a barrel to
$11.75 a barrel. The world price is ap-
proximately $13,50. I
The sources, who asked not to be
identified, said West Germany had
7agreed to take action increasing its
economic growth by the end of August.
But they reported that West German
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt had
stricken from the draft of a final
communique a specific increase of one
percent beyond the anticipated in-
crease.
That increase was expected to be
significantly lower than the four per-
cent growth forecast for the United
States. West German growth could
inside today 
increase the markets for U.S. products.
Robert S. Strauss, Carter's special
representative for trade negotiations,
said today the summit made , "great
progress on trade."
He predicted that international
negotiations for a pact to reduce in-
ternational trade barriers would be
successful by the end of the year,
although "agriculture is still a prob-
lem."
Carter told reporters Sunday night,
after the first rounds of economic
summitry, that "the final results of the
deliberations will be good."
West German Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt said a separate statement to
be issued today would include an
. agreement on "new approaches to
terrorism." He offered no details
Carter. Schmidt, and the leaders of
France and Britain met at breakfast
today to discuss developments in
Berlin, which Carter visited Saturday.
Blumenthal told reporters
agreements were reached on economic
growth, inflation, employment, energ-.
and international monetary problems
While the United States was under
pressure at the summit to pledge
meaningful energy conservation, West
Germany and Japan in particular were
pressed by Carter to expand their
domestic economies and create larger
markets for American exports.
Blumenthal said the Germans and
Japanese "are prepared to take, if
necessary, substantial measures" to
satisfy Carter on that point.
A question remained about how
specific the seven nations would be in
pledging economic moves ranging from
reducing oil imports in the United
States to spurring economic growth.
Civic Music Schedule Announced
-John C. (Jack) Winter has announced
the program of concerts to be presented
by the Murray Civic Music Association
MCMA) the 1978-79 season.
Starting in October and concluding in
April, this ill the first time six
presentations have been scheduled for
one season:
October 15, Owensboro Orchestra
with Laser Spectacle; October 24, The
Sound of Music;
November 3, Cincinati Balet per-
forming The Nutcracker Suite;
December 5, H. Guitierrez, pianist;
April 3, Richard Fredericks, baritone
and Louise Russel, soprano; April 8,
Chicago Symphony String Quartet.
Not only is this season's program an
ambitious one as to number of concerts,
but also: MCMA Board members feel
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-
Howard Boone won his first Murray Country Club
medal play title with an even par 144 in the 22nd annual
event last weekend. For complete results of the finish, see
today's Sports Section, pages 8 and 9.
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they have never -befdre booked such
consistent top quality representing r
variety of art forms, Winter, who is
president fo MCMA, said.
The welt recognized regional
Owensboro Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Leon Gregorian will open
the season on October 15. In addition.
Soleil (Laser Music Spectacle), a
choreographed light show done with
computers and laser beams thoughout
the entire show assures this will be 'a
very popular presentation.
MCMA members have a special treat
in store on October 24 with Rodgers and
Hammerstein's "The Sound of Music,"
one of the most popular of all American
musicals comes to Murray. After its
long run on Broadway, it was made
even more famous on the screen. Young
and old alike thrill to the beautiful
music and story of the Von Trapp
family, Winter said.
The program continues with the
"NutcraCkers Suite" Performed by the
Cincinnati Ballet on November 3rd. The
ballet by any measure has become the
fastest growing art form in America
and MCMA assures its ticket holders an
opportunity to be . a part of the
"balletomania" now sweeping the
country.
"The Nutcracker" is an especially
fitting choice, heralding the ap-
proaching -.Christmas season, bringing
together" the romantic music of
Tschaikowsky, the lights, theKmagic
and the exquisite dance for an
altogether beautiful performance,
Winter said.
The fourth crincert to ,be presented
before the holidays is by the in-
ternationally famous pianist, Horacio
Gutierrez on December 5.
Resuming the schedule in the spring
two concerts will be presented: A dual
program by Federicks, baritone, and
Russell soprano, and a program by the
Chicago Symphony String Quartet,





LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A judge
Monday struck down an order directing
Louisville's 600 union firefighters to end
a strike that has closed all but eight' of
the city's 23 fire stations.
About 500 people, including strikers
and their wives and children, cheered
outside the building after Jefferson
Circuit Judge George Ryan dissolved
the temporary restraining order he had
issued Friday when the strike began.
Ryan said the order was invalid
because Mayor William Stansbury had
signed the city's request for a
restraining order in advance and was
out of town when it was filed.
Stansbury testified that he had signed
the request several days in advance for
delivery to the judge when the strike
began. He said he had been in Atlanta
on business Friday.
Ed Zingman, attorney for the city,
asked that the back4owork order be
reinstated but Ryan refuaed. Zingman
said he would apply immediately for a
new order.
The judge urged the two sides to
resume talks that had broken off early
Saturday after negotiators reached in
impasse in the wage dispute.
"I would like for you to go back and
re-negotiate this thing," he tgaid.
Herbert Segal, attorney for the
firefighters, said only that the union is
always ready to negotiate. "We've had
no overtures but we are readyswilling
and able," he said.
The city has said it will not negotiate
unless the firefighters return to work.
The hearing today was on the city's
request that contempt-ofcourt
proceedings be started against the
firelighters for disregarding Ryan's
order.
Granville Ennis, acting president of
Louisville Professional Firefighters
Local 345, received a big cheer and
prolonged applause from the crowd as
he entered the county Hall of Justice.
The strikers carried signs reading,
"Your City Leaders Did This — Not
Us" and "Would You Do What I Do for
$3.69 an Hour."
Among the strikers was Bob Bur-
ckhardt a 25-year-old fireman who
carried his 1-year-old son, Jeffrey, on
his shoulders. He said his wife, mother
and three-year-old daughter also were
there.
Burckhardt said the strike could
continue a long time without causing
him a financial hardship because he
earns $4 an hour on his second job as an
engraver.
"I don't know what's going to happen,
but we're not going back until we gef
what we want," he said.
Fire Department supervisors, aided
by the National Guard, are keeping
eight fire stations in operation. So far
-there have been no major fires.
Meanwhile, Gordon Nichols, Guard
spokesman, said the 282 guardsmen on
duty had spent Sunday "learning the
dos and dont's" of firefighting.
About week after voting to Strike,
firemen walked off their jobs-Friday
morning after being paid. Some 13
hours later, they returned to work while
negotiators for both sides tried to
haminer out an agreement on wages.
That session brpke off early Saturday
and the firemen have been on strike evr
since.
Steve Catlett of the union's executive
committee said at a firefighter's rally
on Sunday that "The only chance of a
return to work is a signed contract."
Catlett said he did not know how the
strikers would respond to a decision
arising from today's hearing.
"It is a little difficult to predict what
the judge will do," he said.
Mayor William Stansbury said the
city "remains ready to meet at the
bargaining table. However, no such
bargaining will be held until the fire-
fighters return to their jobs."
No major fires have been reported
since firemen put up picket lines at
each fire house and at City Hall.
In a major fire, help also would be
provided by the 1,400 volunteer firemen
of surrounding Jefferson County under
extrting mutual aid agreements.
City Fire Chief Thomas Kuster said
supervivy personnel were "holding
the status quo" and that "the men have
still maintained cordiality on the picket
line."
Tom Forshee, the city's chief
negotiator in the dispute, said the city's
last contract offer included all $900,000
of- budgeted 'discretionary funds and
would increase total annual com-
pensation for firefighters with five
years experience or more from $12,758
to $14,315. He said for every dollar
increase in wages for firemen, city
pension costs increase 35 percent.
Forshee called the offer "fair and




The Murray Housing Authority has
entered into a voluntary affirmative
action agreement with the Kentucky
Commission on Human Rights.
Adopted by the Murray Housing
Authority in its June meeting, the
agreement contains a racial ratio plan
of tenant assignment designed to
desecregate the authority's four family
projects.
The commission accepted the order
between commission member F. G.
Sampson and the Murray housing
authority Friday during a commission.
meeting in LOuisville.
According to Tom Ebendorf, the
commission's compliance director,
under the plan the authority will seek a
goal of racial composition in each
family project reflectivepf the black to
white tenant ratio in all family projects.
To acheive he - ratio - goal, the
authority will place priority on
assigning black tenants ins projeets
where blacks are under-represented
and on assigning white tenants to
projects -where whites are under-
represented.
The agreement allows settlement of a
commissioner initiated discrimination






members are expected to make a
decision on the rezoning request of the
People's Bank property on the south-
west and southeast corner of Whitnell
Ave. when the commission meets
Tuesday evening.
Also slated for the 7 p.m. meeting in
Murray City Hall is a public hearing on
a rezoning request from Taylor and
Taylor, Inc. to rezone a portion of their
back property from a residential
classification to a business.
Discussion of 701 I.PA funds is also on
the agenda for the Tuesday meeting.
What Will Happen If Postal §trike Occurs?
By JEFFREY MILLS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal
troops might be called in to sort mail
Some forms of mail temporarify could
be forbidden. Deliveries might be
stopped or cut back.
In addition, millions of retired people
might have to pick-up Social Security
checks that normally come to their
door. . •
These are some of the contingency
plans federal officials have readS in the
event the U.S. Postal Serviee and three
postal unions cannot agree on a nev•
contract this week and a mail strik•
follows.
The current pact expires at midnight
Thursday.
Despite lengthy bargaining sessions
over the weekend, the Postal Service
and the three unions involved in the
talks remained far apart on the major
issues.
Federal mediators reported late
Sunday that progress had been made or/
sane difference* but that all the major
JUANA including wages retnained u
nre-
solved,
While national union leaders have
refaiied publicly to discuss possible
strike actions, officials of some militant
East Coast unions have thseatened a
repeat of the scattered strikes that fol-
lowed bargainers' failure in 1970 to
reach agreement on a contract.
The Postal Service contingency plan.
a copy of which was obtained by The
Associated Press, outlines these
'
—National " guardsmen. regular
military forces and even college ROTC
members could be pressed into service
daring a mail emergency. •
--Depending on the severity ot local
conditions, deliveries could be can-
celled and people would have to pick up
their mail at a post office.
—Monday through Friday delivery
could be maintaned, but Saturday
deliveries would be'isiiSpended.
--Postmaster • General William F.
Bolger could embargo certain types of
mail, forbidding third-class advertising
circulars. for example.
The Social Security Administration,
scheduled to mail 26 million checks
Aug. 3, is making its own contingency
plans. sr
That plan irscludes asking 23.7 million.
penaion - recipienta and 2.3 million
people "due tO get Stij5plemental
Security Income. checks to pick up their
cheeks at a Social Security office, a
apoekesman for the Social Secure,
agency said.
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Bluegrass State CB Club is
scheduled to meet at the lodge
hall at7:30 p.m.
7:25,9:35
2 : 30 Sat., Sun
Just when you thought
it was safe to go hock
2






E '77asEssi ;of; saunas MIK%
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive- Streets,
!Shirr:0, at 7:30 pl`n.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30-ssin.at the Lodge
hall on Highway 121 North.
Tuesday, July 18
The Women of the Shrine
will .hold their regular sewing
day at 10 a.m. Tuesday, July
18 at the home of Mrs. William
Moffett.
Murray TOPS Club is
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m. at the health center.
Murray High Band Boosters
will meet at eight p.m. at the
band room. -Band will
rehearse at seven psn. and
shirt sale for freshman band
members will be held at seven
p.m.
Chartered bus for Senior
Citizens trip to Shakertowri.
will leave from St. John's
Episcopal Church parking lot
at four p.m.
Swim party for pre-
schollers through third
graders will be held at the
Murray Country Club from ten
a.m. to noon.- Each member
can bring one guest and each
is asked to bring a sack lunch




The song was scandalous. The movie is hilarious!
HARPER VALLEY P.T.A. 
' 
BARBARA EDEN • RONNY COX
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Ladies will meet in the church
lounge at 9:30 a.m:-
Ellis center will be open
from ten-a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens.
Activities at Land Between
the Lakes will include ob-
servation outing to study early '
morning bird life at 7:30 a.m.
and examination of techniques
used by animals in their home
building and daily lives from
one to two p.m., both attenter
Station.-
Dexter Senior, Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
seven p.m.
?YEW MEMBERS—Wanda Morris, left, and Debbie
Villafor were welcomed as new members of the Zi Alpha
Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi during the 1978 spring
season.
Mrs. Hulse Has 38, Ladies
The Paducah School of
Practical Nursing graduated
the seventh class on Friday,'
July 7, at 7:30 p.m. at
Immanuel Baptist Church,
Paducah.
Mrs. Laverne Brown, a
registered nurse and nurse
practitioner, with Dr. Price
Kim, presented the
grallailation address. Special
music was preknted -by




presented the. special awards.
The scholastic award was
presented to Joyce McLeod,
who had the highest scholastic
standing. Certificates for
scholastic achievement were
also presented. to Clement
1 . Down the
Daj'r Golf; Line-U ps Given orden Path!
• Frances Hulse posted a low Tee No. Four- •
38 to take honors in cham- 9:00 .a.m.-Beverly Spann,
pionship flight during regular Euldene Robinson, Rowena
ladies day golf on Wednesday, Cullom, and Micky Phillips:
July 12, at the Murray Country 9:10 a.m.-Betty Scott,
Club. Runnerup in the Nancy Fandrich, Jane Fitch,
championship flight was Betty and Elsie Hill.
JoPurdom. 9:20 a.m.-Judy
Winners of the first flight Muehlernan, Norma: _Frank,
were Euva MItchettand- Anna Loraine Maggard, and Aurelia
Mary' Adams, runnerup. In the Batts. s
second flight Betty Scott was Tee No. Seven-
the winner with Beverly 9:00 a.m.-Alice Purdom,.
Spann as rimrierups Third , Lou Doran, Betts Belote, and
flight winner was Mickey. mary Beli over*.
Phillips and winning IOW netts- 9:10 a.m.-Billie- Cahoon,
was Vickie Baker. Jenny Hutson, Ruby Poole,
Lineups for play Wed-




Betty 4.0 Purdom, Frances
Hulse, and Carol Hibbard.
9:10 a.m.-Venela Sexton,
Evelyn Jones, Betty Lowry,
and Betty Stewart.
9:20 . a.m-Phyllis Kain,
Dorothy Fike, Inus Orr, and
Margaret Shuffett.
9:39 a.m.-Toni Hopson,




Sue Costello, and Chris
Graham.
9:50 a.m.-Vickie Baker,




makers Club held its June
meeting at the home of the
president, Mrs. Dan Bazzell,
who presided.
Mrs, -Ralph Bennett -gave- -
the devotion. Mrs. Ftegena
Bazzell, treasurer, gave her
report. Members answered
the roll call by namiog a
householdlask they enjoy.
Officers were elected ter the
new year who are Mrs. Dan
Bazzell, home furnishings and
pres1dent Ms.ewe1
Doores, family life and vice-
president; -Mrs. Ronnie
Bazzell ,secretary-treasurer:
Mrs. Ralph Bennett, cultural
arts; Mrs. Vivian Adams,
clothing: Mrs. Sandra West,
foods and nutrition; Mrs.




Adams. • housing; Mrs.
Freelan Youngblood, issues
and concerns; Mrs. Noble
Fuqua, publicity.
. Instead 'of having the
recerational games, the group
was given a tour of the rose
garden at the Bazzell horrid'.
Many other plants were shown 
and tips on how to place them
where their beauty would be
enjoyed the most were given.
Another feature of the garden
was the well with the old
oaken bucket with the
drinking gourd which brought
'back many memories of the
past, Mrs. Fuqua said.
The club members ex-
pressed regaret of the loss of
Jane Douglas who has ac-
cepted full time teaching
duties this fall at Southwest
• Calloway Elementary School.
Refreshments were served
to eight children and ten
members.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, Sept. 12, at one
p.m. at - the -home -of
Xable Fuqua,- VtatterO-
always welcome, a. club
spokesman
and-Mary Watson.
9:20 a .m.-Juliett Wallis,
Eddie Outland, Ann Haney,
and Lynitta Moses.
The United Methodist
Women of the First Church,
Murray, met Tuesday, :July
11, at ten a.m. in the Hale
Chapel of the church with
Modest Jeffrey, president,
presiding.
The Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke. Jr., new minister of.
the church, 'opened the
Meeting with prayer, and
made. some challenging




Miss Derma Rhodes of
Paris, Tenn., president of the
Paris District of the United
Methodist Women, ' and her
mother, Mrs. Rhodes, were
introduced.'
The district president spoke
of the work of the UMW in the
district.' • -
Mrs. Jeffrey gave the
devotion for the Hannah Circle
and introduced the _speakers_
Doralyn Lanier, who
presented a Program on -The
One Parent Family."
Refreshments were served
in the social hall by Members
of the Wesleyan Circle.
By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS Z;:;:;,*:0-44:4444440.::.
What a delightful shower
we had Sunday afternoon.
And it was unexpected as no
rain had been forecast. At
least there was one day I
didn't have to water the yard.
The recent heat has been
-terribly hard on flowers of all
kinds. It isn't that they didn't
get enough water, but that the
heat in the atmosphere ac-
tually dried out the blossoms.
There is little we can do about
that, except to spray the
foliage when we water the
flower beds. Do this late in
the afternoon when it is cooler
and plants have the whole
aught to absorb every drop of
moisture.
Keep weeds and grass
away from. the roots of
flowers, as they will take up
not only moisture from the
plants, but nourishment as
well By keeping the beds
clean we will give the plants
and shrubs a better chance to
survjee this hot season.
I am finding it hard to
eradicate insects from a
hanging geranium basket
When any kind of pest gets
hold of a plant, it is almost
impossible to get rid of them.
Two doses of Sevin at weekly
intervals seem to keep them
away for a few days and then
they are back again. Perhaps
a daily spray of insecticide
for several days may be more
effective.
This time of the year when
all sorts of pests and var-
mints seem pitted against the
best efforts of a gardener, I
am reminded of a verse in
Joel, the first chapter and
fourth verse. Look in your
Bible and use if you don't
Something has completely
eaten up my Broccoli in spite
of sprays. I think insects
become immune to our
sprays and thrive on them. So
it is a constant battle.
But all isn't lost. There is
quite a bit of beauty in the
yard. The hosta plants are
loaded with dainty spikes.
The marigolds bloom merrily
on, so bright and cheerful and
seem to laugh at bugs that
chew other things A Pink
Glory Lily is covered with
huge buds and I hope to have
something that is really
beautiful when -- they ;com-
pletely open up.
Lilies, along with roses, are
the queens of the garden.
They are so handsome and
stately in their perfection.
And-really they are very easy
to grow. I don't know why
more of them are not grown.
All they require is good soil
.miked with plenty of humus
and some shade during the
hottest part of the day. They
reward you with gorgeous
blooms that last a long time.
Simply plant them in the fall
or very early in the spring
and wait to see what happens.
There are so many lovely
things to grow and enjoy. Try
a new one this fall.
Eat-Thiamin Dails
Since the body can't store
thiamin in quantity, it's im
portant- that it be provided
daily in the diet through the
foods we eat. "Thiamin is water
soluble and is broken .down
by heat. Therefore, methods
of food preparation are impor-
tant. While usual meat cook
cry methods don't cause ex
_Sessive thiamin loss. remem,
her to cook meat at low, to
.moderate temperatures for the
greatest saving of this vita-
min. Be sure to make use of
-liquids In-tvtliely thiathiraith
foods have been' cooked.
Petrowski, Irene Sommer,
and Parthenia Culver. The
best bedside nurse award was
presented to Linda Wring, and
Irene Sommer. Three students
were recognized for perfect
attendance: Betty aley,
Mary Bone and Wanda Grief.
Ray Brown, Regional
Vocational Director,
presented the class with
diplomas. They received the
school pin and nightingale
lamps from the faculty: Patsy
Harris, R.N., Marilyn Bynum,
R.N., Lurline Thurman, and
Hazel Young, R.N.
Following the graduation
exercises, a reception was
held for the students., in the
reception hall of the church.
Members" (if the sixth
graduation class served at the
reception. The class of 1978
includes:




Culver, 'Julie Elliott, Betty-
Galey, Wanda Grief,









Sharon Rushing, Darla Sams,
Evangeline Schaper,' Irene
Sommer, Sherry Stucker,
Judy WegIarz, Linda Wring
and Celine Wurth.
Fluoride spots
Fluoride, that natural- mineral
many communities add to their
water supply to prevent cavities
during formative year. can tif,
color teeth, too, if taken in too large
Amounts.
High levels ot it in drinking
water can cause brown spots on the
teeth mottling, in children up to 12 .
years of age, says the Health Insur-
ance Institute:
That's why, according to the
_l_._'niironmental Protection Agency,
the maximum amount of fluoride
allowed it; drinkingeiater by the .
national standard ranges front 0.4
milligrams per liter to 2,4.
It all aepends-rm tffe daily air
temperature. The hotter the climate
the lower the amount allowed. The
reasoning: People tend to drink -
more water in hot climates,
11•11••••••••••••••wima•s•••••••••••11•11•
• Music Lessons
▪ Immediate Openings Ear Beginning to Advance•
Students in
Piano-Organ-Voice
Teschers with MA. degree in piano front Peobody Scirrof of
Musk; lievrney State University; David tipsconik Cob.;
asks.° Conservatory of Musk; NorMwestern Ueiversity; Gni
tt Coosoreetory of Music.
Rental/Purchase Plan
yToN Si
• (Formerly Jai Music-James and Batty Clayton, Owners) •
,Dixieland Center 753-7575 Murray Ky.
• 2rec.......................................„.,.........................................„,
.Gospel Meeting 1, ,
• Antioch
Church of Christ
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The Old Ice Plant Is Taking On A New Look A
Thanks To Joe Smith. So That You Will Come See Us
We've Reduced Our Prices Drastically. Thanks To Joe Smith
Celine &like's.
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Most carpet in stock reduced to low low prites cpme in and let us show youour large selection of in stock carpet ready to gal_ 
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Mrs. Littleton Speaks At -





FOR TUESDAY, JULY IS, 1178
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
AR,IFs
, (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)er
- Face possible changes with
equanimity. With YOUR
know-how and ingenuity, you
can cope. Romance in high
favor.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
What's expedient is not
always wise. Be careful where
and 'When you must refuse,
consent, dismiss suggestions




(May 22 to June 21)714,-
You may 'face some com-
plications — in quite unex-
pected areas. How you handle
situations and the pace you set
will 'determine their solution.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) ee)
Stick close to feels and
control your imagination:
Don't try to put a square peg
into a round hole. Pick your
way discretely.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)44i
--A good word from the right
source may enable you to
attain the recogniticin you
have been seeking. You have
Just cause for optimism.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%.
If you're planning an
unusual venture, it would be
wise to "go it alone" for the
present. Associates may be
unrealistic or impractical.
'LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) arl
Certain problems which
have been bothering you may
be resolved now. Good deeds
of the past may aLso pay off. It
should be a very happy. day.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72) n't,eV
An auipicious period! Go
after whatever is worthwhile
-- with all the vigor. you can
muster By-pass trifles that
interfere with essentials.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) Ner110
Personal relationships at
their best. In fact, a friend or
close associate may be in-
striunental in helping you to
solve a difficult situation.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Try not to set too fast a pace-
- either for yourself or
You could find that
you've expended a lot of time
and energy to no useful pur-
pose.
AQUARIUS
Liam 21 to Feb. 19)
Don't start anything without
knowing if you can follow
through. All efforts and
ambitions must be carefully
directed now. Neither follow
new trends blindly.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar.20)
Be careful in handling
personal affairs; there may be
some tricky areas, a few kinks
to iron out before taking ac-
tion. Some conflict of interests
_indicted.
/YOU BORN TODAY are an
eatientially conservative in-
dividual; intellectually in-
clined and highly intuitive.
You have fine potentials for
success in either the business
or professional worlds —
depending on your inclinations
and education, of course. If
-brodeess appeals to you, your
greatest rewards will result
through the organizing and
executive branches of in-
dustry. You must learn,
however, to curb dictatorial
tendencies which tend to
alienate others; also ob-
stinacy. 'which you
euphemistically call
"willpower." In the artistic
field, you could excel as a
writer, musician or drama
critic; in science, botany and
chemistry are your best fields.












located adjacent to the Emergency Room. (Until the
new medical arts bldg. is completed)





Enjoy a Chicken Planks. Dinner. Four
boneless strips of whitemeat chicken cooked
in our secret batter. Served with crispy fryes.
A landlubber's delight.
SEAFOOD SHOPPES
• '711 Sputh 12th St. - •
The Magazine Club con-
cluded its activities until fall
with a Salad Luncheon., The
dining room table was cen-
tered with a lovely,
arrangement of tiger lilies and
Mrs. Joe Littleton,
other floral settings were in
'the living room and on the
porch of the home of Mrs. W.
Z. Carter on June 22. ,
Guests included Mrs. Mary
Bell Overbey, Mrs. Vernon
Hale, and Mrs. Mildred Lee
from Tampa, Florida who is a
sisiter of Mrs. Carter.
The speaker was Mrs. Joe
Littleton, daughter of
member, Mrs. Jack Kennedy,
who gave an interesting report
on the National Women's
Confer4nce which she at-
tended'in Houston, Texas last
November 18-21. The thrust of
the Conference was to secure
the passage of the National
Plan of Action which includes
aids to women in many
situations.
Oaks Women Plan Let's Stay Well
The "ABCs" of the N.P.A.
specify aid to all kinds of
women in need-battered,
disabled, minority, older and
rural. The Equal Rights
Amendment is only one part of
this National Plan of Action
although it has received the
lion's share of publicity.
The N.P.A. also includes
most every situatten which
touches women's lives-child





The tenets of N.P.A. were
accepted by the National
Women's Conference in
Houston-and such acceptance
is considered a consolidated
aid to progress of the women's
movement. -.-
The business meeting was
presided over by Mrs. R. F.
Dixon, the president, and
reports were given by Mrs. E.
C. Jones, Courtesy, Mrs. Jack
Kennedy, membership, and




By Abigail Van Buren
1975 by CnIcago Traluno-N V Flows Syncl Inc
DEAR ABBY: Six months ago I left my wife of 11 years
for another woman. call her "Dixie.") It tore my wife
up, but Dixie and I had been having this terrific love affair,
for two years and I had to make a choice or I'd lose Dixie
Well, two weeks ago, Mite and I split up. Now I'm going
to confess something to you that maysound silly. I love my
freedom. I enjoy being able to come and go as I please
without having someone ask jne, "Why are you late?"
"Where have you been?" "Who were you with?"
Abby, I kriwidon't really love my wife, but I owe her a
lot for raising our two children.
I don't really want to go back to Dixie although she says
she still loves me and wants me back. My wife wants me
back. too. I don't know what to do.
Don't send me to a shrink. I don't believe in them. And
don't send me to a preacher. It's been 17 years since I've
been to church. What do you suggest?
UNDECIDED
DEAR UNDECIDED: Loving your freedom as you do, it
would be cruel to go back to your wife and tear up her life
again, so don't go back unless you can be a faithful
husband. It has obviously cooled off between you and
Dixie, so do yourself a favor and stay away from her.
You need to discuss your problem with a professional
who can help you get your head together. And make NO
major decisions while you are "undecided."
DEAR ABBY: I am 12 years old and my brother is 7.
Our mother and father split up, and Dad is married to
another lady now. Mom is going to marry another man in
November. _
Mom's new husband has a boy who is 10 years old. After
Mom marries this man, his kid is going to live with us and
be our "brother." (His own mom is dead.) He don't know
how to hold a fork, he walks like a girl and talks like a
baby, and we don't like him at all. What should we do?
ROCHESTER; N Y.
DEAR ROCHESTER: You and your brother should he
extra nice to this motherless 10-year-old boy. He may be a
slow learner, but he has feelings. Be patient with him, and
try to teach him. Kids who are the "hardest" to love
usually need love the most.
DEAR ABBY: lam a very busy plastic surgeon but I am
taking time out to ask you PLEASE to tell parents
-NEVER to allow their children to stand up in either the
front or back of an automobile while it is in motion!
These last few weeks I have been called upon to Make
some extensive repairs on some beautiful young faces that
were seriously mutilated from accidents that came about
In just this way. All it takes is one abrupt stop for ..a.
youngsters face to strike a windshieTcf, dashboard or the
back of a front seat with such force as to break face bones.
knock out teeth and cause disfiguring injuries.
Today I worked with an eye surgeon for nearly two
hours in a vain effort to save the eye of a 4-year-old boy
who had been standing in the back of his mother's car
when she slammed on her brakes. (The child's eye was
gouged out as he struck the ashtray.) Please print this.
Such accidents are always on the increase in. the
summertime
ALBANY SURGEON
DEAR SURGEON: Thank you for the timely reminder
-CONFIDENTIAL TO D.J. L. IN MANSFIELD, OHIO
If you want to be happy, !teen the telephone of your mind
open to optimism, 'cheerfulness, hvlth and love. Then
whenevir doubt, anxiety, depression and hate try to call
you, they'll _keep getting • tsusy signal—sad they'll won
forget• your number.
Are year pliolblesii•-toolseavYistliittidte ofoief re-licht
;help you. For a personal, unpublished reply, write: Abh,
Boit 111700, Les Angeles, Calif. 40069. Enclose • stamped
self-eddressed envelope.
Luncheon & Golf
The women Of the Oaks
Country Club will have their
regular ladies day luncheon at
the club on 'Wednesday, July
19, at twelve noon with Vicky
Nance and Carita Lamb as
chairman of the hostesses.
Other hostesses will include
Bobbie Bibb, Carolyn Light,
Shirley Toon, Jean
Blankenship, Jeanie Morgan,
Ruth Ann Hook, Eleanor
Miller, Mickey Burkoen, Doll




Parks, Ila Brown, Mrs. Frank
.Montg9_rnery, and Mrs. Fred
Pogue.
Golf will be played at nine
a.m. with Murrelle Walker as
hostess..
Winners in the two women
team bet ball played on July.
12 were Wanda Brown.- and
Marilyn Chatrnan, winners:
Murrelle Walker and Sharon
Kelso, second; Mable Rogers
and Barbara McCuiston,
middle team; Pat Winchester
and Mary Alice Smith, high
team. The latter person





Baby Boy Prather ( Mother
Geraldine, Rt. 5, Mayfield,
• Dismissals
•
By F.J L Blasingame. M.D
Body Fluid Requirements
Are Highly Variable
Q. Mr. H. K. wants to know
about the daily fluid re-
quirements of the average
adult.
A. The amount of liquids
required by the average
adult varies so much that it
is almost impossible to
give a specifio,figure.
Water is essential for
life, and a person cannot
survive longer than seven
to 10 days without it, while
the body can live for weeks
if adequate fluids are
available.
Fluids -are usually lost
from the body though
moisture in the air that is
breathed, urine that is ex-
creted by the kidneys to
remove waste products'
froni the metabolism, wa-
ter in normal bowel move-
ments, and evaporation
from the skin. The amount
of liquid lost by each of
these routes depends on
what a person is doing and
on the conditions in the
envirdrunent. For exam-
ple, exercise on a hot day
will cause much more loss
through perspiration than
during cold weather. Ex-
ercise may incl'ease respi-
ration.




last from the body. so that




Mrs. Norma Jean Harris,
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Joyce K.
Gamble and Baby Boy, CR 14,_
New Concord, Mrs. Kimberley
K. Yonts and Baby Girl, PO
Bx. 57,-Sedalia, Mrs. Patricia
M. Travis and-Baby Boy, Rt.
2, Benton, Mrs. Martha Jane
Merrell, Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Brenda E. Morris, 803
McCampbell, Paris, Tenn.,
Grady Coleman Reeder, Rt.
7, Murray, ' Ronald Norwood,
Rt. 5 Benton, Richmond W.
Bean, Ir., A-20 Fox liteadows,
Murray, Christy L. Curd, Rt.
2, Hazel, Mrs. Jenny Fair,
Hamlin, John Thomas
Brandon,' 1003 Olive St.,
Murray,
John Sam Howard, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Mrs. Lucille V.
Outland, Rt, 5, Murray, Mrs.
Carla J. Stokes, 327S. 16th,
Mayfield, Mrs. Bobbie Lou
Borders, Rt. 2, Benton,' Mrs.
Sharon Fay Crass, Rt. 2,
Murray, Obid Burkeer, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Ida Crump, Rt. 1,
Hardin.
Murray attorney, Bill
Phillips, spoke to students
enrolled in the home
economics course on Family
Economics at Murray State
University. The class, taught
by Judy Payne, is studying-
personal financial - planning
and budgeting. Phillips'
-subject was on Consumer
Protection under State Laws
and Basic Elements of Wills
and Psfates. •
The students expressed an
interest in the field of
Paralegal Studies, a course
offered at the University to
prepare persons to become
legal assistants. According to
Phillips, state legislative -





Associated Press Food Editor
Grilled Fish Potatoes
Francine's Beans Rolls
Cantaloupe a la Mode
.YRANCINE'S BEANS
This relish-salad is worth re-
peating.
1 pound snap beans, tipped
2 tablespoons minced onion
Li teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon dry mustard
1,-2 teaspoons ground cumin
'2 tablespoons red wine
vinegar
6' tablespoons salad oil
Freshly ground pepper to
taste
Steam the beans until tender-
crisp; drain if necessary. Add
the onion. Whisk together, the
remaining ingredients; pour.
over the warm beans and the
onion; mix well. Serve warm.
Makes 4 to 6 servings.
qualifications and licensing
will be necessary before
paralegals can be, fully
utilized in Kentucky.
Phillips was the featured
speaker at the Department of
Human Resources Seminar at
the University of Kentucky for
the use of paralegals in the
deliver)/ of legal services to.
the elderly. He has been a
frequent speaker before local
groups and clubs oil a variety
of law-related topics.
A native of Murray, Phillips
has been engaged in the
private  _practice of law-for the
past 16 years and holds the.
position of Murray City
Attorney.
The average adult re-
quires about 1,500 cubic
centimeters (a little over
1.5 quarts) to replace
loss. Of course, much more
— up to five or six quarts —
may be needed, depending
on body activity and the
surrounding circum-
stances. Football plagers
often lose five to 10 pounds
in weight during a game,
and much of the loss is a
depletion of fluids.
Some fluid replacement
may come from foods such
as fruits, vegetables, and
milk.
During certain diseases,
fluids should be increased.
Diarrhea may cause a
rapid loss of them and
require replacement.
Toxic conditions, often ac-
companied by fever, may
need water and other liq-
uids to flush toxins from
the system as during a
case of flu or a cold. Consti-
pation often is associated
with an inadequate fluid
intake. A regular increase
may result in moistening
the stool and in promoting
bowel movements, espe-
cially if fluids are taken
along with a bulky diet of
fibers in fruits and vegeta-
bles. An increase 'of liquids
often is helpful to the kid-
neys, especially in condi-
tions that may produce
'—urinary stories, as in. gout.
Fluids have to be re-
stricted in certain forms of
heart disease but less so
now that diuretics are
available. Such cases must
follow the advice of their
physician.
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
Hello, stranger
Searching for answers to all those who/what/where
.questions about your new city?
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, it's my job to
help you get over the hurdles of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community into.
Advice on reliable businesses in your new neighborhood.
And more.
A WELCOME WAGON call should be one of the very
first nice things to happen when you're new here. '
elareVagoit
Kathryn Outland... 753-3079
r ring us your soiled,
your wilted, your baggy
summer clothing.
Then rest assured that we know exactly what to
do with it. Our Sanitone drycleaning, in a word
retexturites. Which means it restores clothing
fibers to the original look and feel. Fabrics are
crisp, fresh. Colors come alive again. Fibers are
not clogged and you in turn feel cooler. For
iour soiled, wilted, baggy  
summer .clothing— ordinary
dryeleaning just won't do.
Sanitone eltycleaning will.
semeelleM111101111a4v- - BOONE'S




Bring any number. You must present this coupon
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FRANKFORT, Icy. AP) — Nobody
amns-tnhayeacinr or lost in the much
Publicized struggle by Democratic out-
Pders to oust state party chairman
"toward .*Sonny" 'Hunt. •
• In fact, the whole affair hi a in air of
dull inevitability, despite the advance
furar_faluch promised a dramatic con-
frontation. _
On stage were 1st District
Congressman Carroll Hubbard and
State Auditor George Atkins. who
would like to be governor in 1979. and
are running against the state adminis-
tiation. plus chairman Hunt, the close
aiend of Gov. Julian Carroll who was
accused by them Of backing Terry
ilcBrayer, the choice of Carroll, for.
ihvernor.
.They called for Hunt to resign. Hunt
.said no. not until late' this year. He was
backed up by. the Democratic State
Central Executive Committeb in
session Friday.
' So what else is new' The committee
is composed largely of people friend?"
to Carroll and no politician in this right
mind expected it to turn on' Its leader.
That 'includes Atkins and Hubbard.
who nonetheless reaped possible
dividends by bringing into the party
arena what they had beenacharging in
public pronouncements.
Although Hunt obtained a vote of
confidence from the central committee
— nobody toakhan up on his request for
a motion that he resign — it's doubtful
that he changed the minds of
Democrests who believe-he tilts heavily
toward McBrayer. soon to resign as
state commerce commissioner for
more active eampaigning. '
But Hubbard, may not have gathered
any further laurels from the anti-
administration factions.
His two questions posed to Hunt by
telegram were the nucleus of thaface-
to-face showdown,' yet he remained in
Washington, conveniently or otherwise,
on congressional business.,
For this absence, Hubbard was
criticized severely _ by at least one
committee member. And on at least one
prior occasion when Hubbard
denounced Hunt, he failed to show up to
do battle personally.
It was different with Atkins. whose
appearance and behavior seemed to
have gained the respect of his op-
ponents.
Politely, the auditor told Hunt there
was no persOnal animosity about the
matter and -then asked him to quit. -
In short, Atkins may have achieved
some credibility or grudging esteem
from his political enemies.
One of, the questions asked by Hub-
bard was whether Hunt or other
headquarters officials 
favoredMcBrayer in next year's prima y. That
was answered by Hunt, if not settled.
The other lingers as a mystery. It was
whether Hunt knows which purportedly
prominent_ Democrats have in-
. -vestineaits- 4a----some -Carribears—anda
Central American Places.
' Hunt said he does not. The governor
also told newsmen the same day he
does not-. • •
That questionds to other quest ions
_ that-.perhaps--Hubbard can answer:
Wbet does the question have to do with
Democratic aiblitical matters and why







• NEW YORK. (AP) — Will the great
American buy-on-credit boom continue,
and what will a continued boom mean
for the economy?
Those are questions economists .at
Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. are posing
as consumer installment credit keeps
on !urging.
According to the Federal Reserve,
consumer debt — loans for cars, ap-
pliances and other items, and charges
on creditcard accounts — rose to $227.6
billion In May. That's 18 percent ahead
of last year'elevel and a-whopping 2,745
percent above the total consumer credit
outstanding at the end of 1948.
Why the increase? According to
George Cruikshank, an economist at
the New York bank, Americans after
World War H "plunged into debt to
satisfy pent-up demands for consumer
goods." By the 1950s. buying leveled .
This means added debit;Off. but -the first.half Ofthe 1460s saii -a -
Cruikshank notes "a nagging question
is being heard. Are consumers over
their heads?"
The Morgan Guaranty economist
says, "over the years American con-
sumers - have demonstrated a
remarkable ability to control their
appetite for on-the-cuff purchases.
When families have found their pay-
checks pinched by payments for past
purchases they have eased up on
acquiring added installment debt
burdens."
Cruikshank believes we may have
reached that point., .Traditional
measures of installment debt indicate
"unless things fly in the face of
everything consumers have done in the
past, the time ia approaching ... when
consumers will moderate spending and
debtaaddit inns"
Based on past indicators, the
downturp should be moderate rather
than severe. Craikshank says. One.
possible reason for this is the historical
relationship of consumers' liquid assets
--- cash and bank accounts -'to total
liabilities, which has changed little
 since 1961 despite numerous economic
aupt-tyrtr4-wns. This indicates that sav-
ings and debts have increased side by
side at about the same rate over nearly
two decades.
renewed upswing in installment debt.
spurred by increasing acceptance of
the use of credit for a variety of pur-
poses."
Cruikshank. in a new report, at-
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The •
Murray Ledger & Times
L .periodically publishes the addresses
of the' state and federal elected
-- representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL •
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
C. ZUZ)10
Sen. Wendell H. F'ord
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard. Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, a-C:30515
STA-TE LEVEL
State legislatorslegislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by. dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
aeFsankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
aditiaisses of -state . WI/a:tors
fterkina Callbeaua County




- 201 S. 3rd Street •
Murray,lty. 42071
tributes the credit boom to a change in
attitudes "as the older generation.
sorelY-teated by the Great Depression
and somewhat cautious about debt,
gave way toa generation more
disposed to its use."
Much of the debt increase has come
through new-car loans. Automakers are
reporting robust sales this summer,
and many Of the 'Cars are bought on
credit. While a twoyear car loan was
the norm 25 years ago. auto loans now
last for up to four years. This means
consumers can spread out purchases of
increasingly expensive cars over
longer periods, build also means in-
creased loan costs.
Quite a few economists — including
the pollsters at the University of
Michigan's Survey Reserarch Center —
believe the current retail sales growth
is being fueled in part by consumers
buying now to beat the almost




Washington Today By WALTER R. MEARSAP Special Correspondeut
Carter Suddenly Satisfied
With Progress On Energy
• -
•
WASHINGTON AP) — Now it turns
init that we're winning the moiT
equivalent of war. President Carter
suddenly is satisfied with the progress
Congress is making on his energy
program.
That's a rather abrupt change in the
attitude of a president who less than a
month ago said that the United States
was. being embarrassed and weakened
for,- lack of passage of his energy,
measure.
Years ago, then-Sen. George D. Aiken
suggested that the way to end U.S.
involvement in the conflict in South
Vietnam would be to declare a victory
and get out. His advice went unheeded.
Carter seems to have adopted a
somewhat similar position on energy.
apparently-to convince skeptical a lliei
at the economic summit conference in
Bonn that the United States really is
doing something about the problem.
Fifteen months after he proposed his
energy plan. Carter still is waiting for
Congress to enact it.
House and Senate negotiatort have
approved portions of the program for
final votes. So Carter will get part of
what he sought.
But the oil tax that was a central
feature of the original Carter plan is
stalled and likely to stay stalled.
Again and again. Carter has exhorted
Congress to get on with it. He
threatened-to act on his own by posting
new tariffs, on imported oil, and the
Senate voted to forbid it. That June 27
vote was the last_ significant _
congressional action-on energy, and the
White House said it showed that
Congress was trying • to duck the
problem.
But before he went to Bonn on
Thursday, Carter declared- that "we
aie making good progress," on the bill
and on curbing oil imports.
He wasn't pleased in Houston on June
23. "We have, consumed ever-
increasingaamourits of oil and gas at .
prices well below their replacement
costs," he said then. We are the only
industrial nation without an energy
plan. ...
Nor was he so patient on April N, the
first anniversary of his call for urgent
action on energy. "We have wasted 12
months of precious time." he said on
that occasion.
Now he is accentuating the positive.
."My prediction. is that Congress will.act
successfully on our energy plan before
they adjourn this year," he said.
Carter had to have some explanation
of the energy situation, and the lack of
final action for critical allied leaders in
Bonn.
• Yet if he chose to- blame it all on
- Congress, he could have bought more.
trouble there, at a time when he needs
House and Senate votes to get what re-
mains of his program passed.
So he pointed to what has been doile,
after complaining for months about
what remains undone.






FRANKFORT, Ky. lAP - Nothing
-is really free, but some things come
close.
Your local health department,' for
example. offers immunizations against
the most prevalent childhood diseases
at no charge.
That doesn't mean it's fkke. because.
it's paid for with your tax dollars. but it
won't cost you anything to bring your
children in for shots required by state
law.'
State health officials have grown
increasingly concerned about the
number of parents who are ignoring the
law, and failing to have their children
immunized against such chaeases as
polio, measles or chickenpox.
But - they can be disfiguring,
sa ing, or even a a -c ren.
Many of today's parents grew up in
an era when immunization was
widespread and childhood diseases cut
to a minimum, and apparently have
been lulled into a false sense of
security.e
They tend not to see polio, for
example, as the dreaded disease their
parents feared. -
State officials are trying to ensure
compliance with the section of the law
that prohibits children from entering
school for the first time without the
required immunizations.
Ifiesourc.m Secretary -Pater
letter to all atabasletficials
weeks ago, alerttng then) le the
And God saw everything that He ---maitlaff, -and eariiiame. tes, lara.at
had made, and, beheld, it was very ,_ Mean, ' F:ducatiOn .,A -Ware has'Pod. Genesis tilt
wyur-yeapp—yeni—pprmwityrd—rxgrin---,--,- 'gotten into the as., encouraging af..7
mike out of yoUr tap / .1 good net ilia to see that every child is all.
the eyes of -laid? What dues lie see miinized.
yOl! I The Kentucky law is very clear on the
requirement, but enforcement has been
extremely lax, according to Dr. Carlos
Hernandez, director of preventive
health services for the state.
"Enforcement is the exception rather
than the rule," he said;
But Hernandez hopes that will
change. He said state officials have
gotten a commitment from school of- _
ficials to enforce the law this year —
which means they should turn_ away
any child who shows up on the first day
of school without proof that he has
received the proper shots.
. In the end, of course, it's up to
parents to see that the requirement is
met — both for the safety of their own
children and others at school.
Childhood diseases spread very
rapidly. And since the shots are
ii
at no charge, the only expense is the
time and effort-to get it done.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number' must be
included fer Verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and,
double-spaced whenever passible
and should be on topics of general
Interest. • .
Editors reserve the ritht to
'"condense or retcat any 
iffrlitTreqiigrivriters.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
problem may post a dilemma another
day, when and if the White House
decides that it must turn up the
pressure on Congress again.
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Miss Debbie Edmonds, senior at
-Murray High School, was chosen Miss
Murray-Calloway County Fair at the
pageant held last night at the opening
night of the fair. Linda Billington was
first runnerup and Miss Cheryl Jones
was second runnerup. Miss Edmonds,
was crowned by last's year queen,-
Phyllis Cunningham.
Deaths reported include Millard
Fillmore Hicks, Mrs. Eula Wells, Otto
Swann, age 72, Mrs. Effie Sweet, Ed
Clark, and Edd M. Thompson.
Airman. First Class Thomas G.
Walker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe B.
Walker, is now serving with 'the Air
Force in Vietnam.
George Ligon, governor of District 42
K of the Lions Club, has named
James L. Harmon, cabinet secretary
and treasurer, Dwaine McIntosh,
publicity chairman, and Joe Pat
James, CARE committee chairman, to
- serve an the district level.
The Wonian's Division of the Murray-
Calloway Coant Fair has 463 entrit§,
according to Mrs. John Long and Mrs.
James Kline, co-chairmen of the
division.
'20 Years-Ago
The Gamma Delta Chapter of Phi Mu
Alpha at Murray State College was
named the outstanding chapter in the
United States at the fraternity's con-
vention in Cincinnziti, Ohio, last week.
Edwin Dale Higgins, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bailey Higgins, has been ap-
pointed assistant manager of the
Memphis.office of the New York Life
• Insurance Company.
- The Rev. Orville Easley is the
evangelist at the Coldwater Methodist
Church revival this week, according to
Rev. Johnson Easley, pastor.
The Murray American Legion
baseball team edged Princeton and
advanced to the semi-finals being
played at Paducah. Steve Johnson and
Roy Smith were Murray pitehers.
Mrs. John C. Winter is presiding at
the district wide meeting of the
Women's Society 'of Christian Service
being held at the South Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church today.
30 Years Afro
Mrs. Mary Farmer has resigned as
pianist for the Murray Rotary Club
after serving for twenty-four years. She
was honored at a special recognition
ceremony at the meeting of the Rotary
Club this week. .
Deaths reported include Hardy F
Rogers, age 79.
The J. T. Hale Motors Sales opened
here today according to A. Cook San
,',aataders, manager. It is located at Seventh
'Ind Math Streets, Murray, and has the
'Oldsmobile agency.
Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store is
undergoing extensive remodeling at its
thudding it Fifth and Main, and is now
in the building formerly °emoted by
Purdom Hardware on North Fifth
Marlim Tre.m. itrughrerof 19ri-- and
'Mrs. Ray 'rreon, Sr., Murray has been
appointed acting instructor in
mathematics. at Ohio University,
!Athens
1111EARdiNk
• licentiate is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems—fast. H
you have a question of problem not
answered in these columns, writhe
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You wiLl
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
eniveiope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I will be 65 years old
in December of this year. At that time, I
am going to start drawing my Social
Security benefits. My next door neigh-
bor retired in 1976 and he received a
large check when he started to draw. I
was wondering how I can receive this
also. Can you help me?—P.G.
When your neighbor retired, he must
have taken retroactrive Social Security
benefits for the 12 months prior to his
retirement. Since the passage of the
new Social Security amendments in
December,. 1973, this is no longer
possible. Under the old law, a person
was permitted to elect to receive
benefits for up to 12 months prior to the
nonth in which they filed an application.
If such months were prior to age €5,
then the benefits were actuglx
reduced. The new bill will elirnAnate
retroactive benefits where per-
manently reduced benefits would oc-
cur. It does not apply to eases where
benefits are disability related or where
un-reduced dependents benefits are
involved. This became effective Jan. 1,
1978.
For people who are on Social Security
or will be going on it shortly, Heartline
has written a book to, give art easier
explanation of this program. You may
order this book by sending 12.00 to-
Heartline's Guide to Social Security,
P.O. Box 11934, Chicago,, Ill. 60611.
Please allow six weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: 1 _ heard that the
Federal Trade Commission set Up a
new.taw at the beginning or this year
covering warranties. Can you give me
any information on this?—J.E.
The new Federal Trade Commission
regulations developed in accordance
wiht the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act
of 1975 are now in effect. These
regulations apply only to written
warranties. They do not require a
company to give a warranty on a
product.
When a written warranty is provided
on consumer products costing more
than $15.00. it must be available for you
to look at before yoilbuy. The warranty
must be easy to read and undrestand;
no fine print or complicated legal terms
are allowed. Also, every term and
condition of the warranty should be setal
out in writing. •
There are two kinds of written '
warranties—full and limited. A product
..an have a fall warranty on part of the
product and a limited warranty on the
rest.
The label "full" on a warranty means
that:
1. A defective product will be fixed •
I or replaced) free, including removal
anf reinstallation if necessary.
2. ?I'll be fixed within a reasonable
time after you complain.
3. You will not have to do anything
unreasonable to get warranty service
such as shipping a piano to the factory.
4. The warranty is good for anyone
who owns the product during the
warranty period.
5. If this product can't be fixed tor
hasn't been after a reasonable number
of tries) you get your choice of
replacement or refund.
There is one important thing tha
word "Fall" does not promise. A haler
warranty does not have-to cover the as
who'd product. It may comver only part
of the product, such as the picture tube,'
of a television; it may leave out some
parts, such as tires on a car.
A warranty is "limited" if it gives
you anything less lthan what full
warranty gives. Limited on a warranty ,aa
should tell you to read it with extra
care—something Is misaine For gor
example, a limited warranty marl/
rover only parts and no labor, or only 410
allow a prorate , refund or credit ta
smaller credit at refund the longer you
4i4.ave had tbe-prtiduct), or may require
you to rettirn the product to the store or
factory for service, or it may cover only
the first purchaser.
Don't let the terms "warranty" and
"guarantee" confuse you. Where a
product warranty is concerned, they
mean the same thing—a promise by a
manufacturer ot seller to stand behind ,
a product. Remember, however, that, '
what a
greatly. Compare product warranties •
before you buy
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I THINK I'LL TAKE A
DIP IN THAT LITTLE
POND ON THE GOLF
COURSE
YOU SAY YOU PONT
GET ANY RECOGNITION,
AND WHEN I
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Bel-Air Center, Murray, Ky.
— Days Only"
Tuesday, July 18 Thru
Saturday, July 22
Photo Hours Daily 10-1 2-5 6-8 •
•
ALTHOU6H, HE HASN'T
FELT WELL LATELY... HE'S






















it Combs Takes Issue With Story
_FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Formet Gov. Bert Combs has
taken issue with an Assoeiated
Press story which reported he
had objected to proposed
appointments of two men by
thestateadminEstration.
- The nein analysis, ap-
pearing JAly 5, quoted reliable
souices as saying Combs was
among those who opposed the
appointment of former Gov.
A. B. •Chandlec to the
Untversit) of Kentucky Board
of Trustees by Gov. Julian
Carroll and the purported plan
for Ewart Johnson of Win-
chester to succeed. Terry
McBrayer as state commerce
commissioner.
Chandler now is a UK
trustee. No successor to
McBrayer, who is resigning in
a couple of weeks, has been
announced.
Combs said in a statement
that the article about old feuds
in the Democratic Party
'makes interesting reading,
but to the extent that it at-
tributes certain statements or
actions to me, it is completely
Crossword Puzzler
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and entirely and wholly
false."
He said Carroll did not
consult with him about the
Chandler appointment and "I
have never directly or In-
directly expressed any
displeasure about it." Combs
and Chandler were factional
opponents within the party.
Combs said he did not know
that Johnson, who had been
associated with another
factional wing of. the party
unfriendly to Combs, wanted
to succeed McBrayer, never
NEW YORK (AP) — The au-
tomobile industry is substitut-
ing plastics for other materials
to reduce weight, which in turn
reduces the amount of gas and
oil needed to run a car.
The Society of the Plastics
Industry estimates that by 1980
the energy saved from this
source alone will equal or ex-
ceed the amount of petroleum
contained in all the plastic
products produced in the U.S.
each year.
communicated with Carroll on
the matter and did not hear
about it from the governor.
"Moreover, I happen to
think Ewart would be a good
selection as commissioner of
commerce," he added.
The former governor said
the -reliable sources" cited
"have fabricated this story
out of whole cloth."
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For Example, July 13 through July 19
the rate is 7.76% which is 1/4% more
than the treasury bill._
Lack Week's Nato is



















All accounts are insured up to $40,000 and interest is
compounded daily from date of deposit to date of with-
drawal. Passbook accounts may add to or withdraw at any
time. Certificates require $1,000.00 minimum. Dividends
may be withdrawn monthly, quatrterly, semi-annually, an-
natty as The depositor may choose.
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DIAGNOSING — Anne Alvarez-
keeps on the lookout for lig
riculturif plant disease in Ha
wail. As the Extension Service' -
first woman plant pathologist
she prescribes treatment tort hi-
islands ailing fruits and vege
tables
PAGE is Tot MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER L TIMES, Monday, July 17, 1978
GRAND CHAMPION BULL AND HEIFER-Mark &nifty end Garner Griffey of Griffey Acres Far•
ms, Clarksville, Tenn., show the grand champion bull and heifer at the 4-N and FFA Beef Cattle
Show during county fair week Friday.
'How'd I get this fender
fixed so fast?"
A Consumer Tip
from Extenstoo Specialists at
the UK Conroe of Agriculture
The -deep orange-color ofT:
carrots indicates they are an
especially good source of vita-
min A, say food specialists
with the Cooperative,Exten-
non Service of UK's College
of Agriculture. Carrots also
contain other nutrients in
lesser amounts and are low in
ctlories-a half cup of cooked




Owner and Operator En Williamson
Kyle Field-Murray, Ky..
Atrial Spriving.Seallit
fertsizing, Etc. - •
Please contact airport
*Phone Number will be Listed when avelshisi
Lending a Hand...
-We're a farming community .and the
--people around here have special finan-
cial needs We'll service those needs the
--best woy we know how with complete




CHAMPION 4-H HEIFER - Kelley Lovins exhibits the champion
4-H heifer which took honors during the 4-N and FFA Beef Cattle
Show at the county fair Friday.
RESERVE CHAMPION-Bill Alexander stands with hil Reserve
Champion steer which took honors in the FFA divtsion of the 4-H —
and FFA Beei Show Friday at the county fair.
Ever See A County
Agent liT Pantyhose?
----Debbie King and- Anne
varez wouldn't have too much
trouble stumping the experts
on "What's My Line?"
Their occupations really are,
n't all that unusual. But how
often. have you seen a county
agricultural agent or a plant
pathologist who wears parity
hose?
•• Debbie is nne-nf only 2g w OW--
en in the United States who
work as county farm- agents.
She Joined the select group in
1974 when X hiring committee
composed of feline's and one
farm Wife chose her from a
field of 20 highly qualified ap-
plicants.
As Connecticut's first woman
farm agent, she deals with ag-
ricultural problems in three
COunties. And she's equally
adept at discussing animal
health and correct feed rations
with livestock owners, or giving
tips on plant and soil require-.
ments to vegetable growers.
While Debbie's trailblazing •
new agricultural_ career oppor-
tunities for women in New duce from their farms And a
England, Anne is pioneering grouP in Michigan initiated an
along similar lines in Hawaii. organization known as woinen
• As. the Extension Service's for the Survival of Agriculture
first woman plant pathologist, to air some ot the Issues affect-
she prescribes treatment for ing tanning g-Tuture
disease-ridden plants and vege- While such activities by farm
tables Anne also keeps a sharp wiv,es seem to be in the in-
eye utit for potential problem crease, they're not without pre
areas before diseases gct out cedent. —
of hand The trailblazer of this ap
In addition, she makes on proach was a 19th Century
site farm visits:trains foremen Kansas farm wife named marl
for ranches and agricultural Eltealieth Leia.'Nhe was in the
corporations, and handles-such forefront of the Farmers' vH-
special problems_aeseed trans- ance movement to Imp:two-45ia
mission, cultural practices, and economic lot of the nation's
epidemiology. farm families.
ne " break-through" by Anne, During the 1890 political
Debbie, and others 'into jObs campaign,. she delivered the
once totally mate-dominated is same advice to farmers in no
only one fatet of the expanding ,,less than 160 speeches -what
rble being played by women in yOu farmers need to dri.- she
1111p11111411. the biation..--tohtthemr.igitirsivirctorfr,
al Cotton Council and More hell."
Farm wives -- whose contri Mary Lexee's advice May not
Ntmowi-Toonternincre sontrun . beef, unive .,-ii-cvntad
"11119191119119119-9011,14-Vut--friant• 1140?1fto 
history are now taking a more -Patrick Henry In Petticoats."
vocal role They've organized in Chances are she'd he ow to
' groups • mooing from comm hear that 20th Century America
Whir% to cowbelles to talk up now hag-county agents in panty
the consumer appeal of ,the pro- hose.
• " .••••
GRAND CHAMPION HEIFER - David Wallace shows off the grand champion heifer which took
top honors during the 4-N and FFA Beef Show Friday at the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair.
The heifer belongs to the Wallace Angust Farms in Princeton.
To avoid throw-aways
eyery time you clean out the
--refrigerator, check the foods
on each shelf before you do
your Weekly food • shopping,
say food specialists with the
Cooperative Extension
Service of UK's College of
Agriculture. That way you'd'
spot the ones that 'should be
eaten right away before they
have a chance to spoil.
s
GRAND CHAMPION STEER -David Heethcon exhibits his '
Grand Champion Steer which took top honors in the 4.H division
of the 4-H and FFA Beef Show at the Murray-Calloway County
Fair Friday. The steer also won a showmanship award.
Plates By Junius 11 Gordo",
-FOOD for THOUGHT
An Agricultural-Concern Of Interest to Everyone
•
Fifty years ago, the typical small grocery store handled 850
different items, mostly food.
Tkventy-five_years ago, a-store's inventory increased to 3750
items, includn-quite a few in the non-food category__
Today, the number of different items in a modern supermar,
ice- totals more than 11.000, featuring a wide variety of
non-food merchandise.
Such-a large inventory helps increase food costs in two
ways. Handling such a variety of items increases a market's
-costs andlbespriee-4 food. Also, shoppers tend to consider all
purchases as part of theirfood budget.
McKEEL EQUIPMENT




With the purchase of a new Case 43, 53 58 pto
h.p. tractor between July 1st and July 31st.
Mcdool I ornament C•. ci glee yea wit A011.011 U. S. Sowings lend
loch tractor foatirros s 12 speed synchromesh transmission hydroiratir
power steering. pnwer-t.-off and • *roe pelt Web as standard tulip
moot Pewitr shift is optimal -On we wedels, awe with • mood he. frame
ceastraction they we ready te take the shocks and orsu of heavy field
walk and trent ond loodiag In the farm yard.
MIN, those Case tractors boost • combinatioe of feel efficiency .and
relleallit3, thin mobs Meat ono of the assist iscommicel tractors in IS. In-
thorny 'Se step on ewer sod well shiny on two ways to salvo this sammer,










Feed Nutrena TOP HOG Starter -
--the combined pre-starter/
starter/grower
• ONE ration from birth to 60 lbs.
• Palatable for nu[sing pigs.
• Complete pellets -- no grinding, no mixing.
Nihrena research showed 18.9% faster
gains, 14.9% less feed per lb., of gain
than a conventional starter and con-
ventional grower program from weaning
to 60 lbs.









You know what kinds of needs you have. but now
g o wont er a nit exact etai s an
costs. That's where we can help. Because building
attractive, functional buildings on-time and within
the budget-is our business,
We'll help you plan a building that meets all the
special demands your business calls for. An attractive
appearance, interior flexibility and special energy
saving features can be a part of your new building.
_Q. Pi c_k ciaPsuic,y_withu ut unnecessary -delays-is
must. And, after all the details are determiiftl.
you'll get a firm price that won't change throughout
the job.
If ,you're reads to start planning a neW building..
plan (TA us. Building is our business. And we have a
spevial report on buildings, we'd likey2u to ht:ve.




Phone: (502) 3954 I 98



























































































Open 'louse set at
UK's landscape garden center
"Wish I had a green
thumb."
That's a wish that creeps
into the minds of most every
householder every year.
People through the centuries
haVrexpressed their love of
beauty in growing' plants.
Even with the changing life
styles-with apartments and
limitel "growing spate"-
there is an even greater desire




Department of UK's College
of Agriculture -develops a
-.Landscape Garden Center-
with one weekend set aside as
a "gardening weekend" when
an "exhibition" of nearly
everything in floral and, orna-
THE UNUSUAL IS ALSO
FEATURED-The horehound
plant is one of the many un-
usual plants that will be on
display this year at the UK
Landscape Garden Center. The
plant traditionally is used to
make horehound candy and
cough syrup, but makes an
s excellent ornamental planting
in. home lawns and gardens.
mental plantings is high-
lighted by the experts and
specialists of the, horticulture
department.
This year the Home,Horti-
culture Weekend is scheduled
for Saturday and 'Sunday,
July 22 and 23, at the Carden
Center, which is located at
the corner of Cooper. Drive
and Nicholasville Road on the
UK campus in Lexington.
The center is open to the
public- daily from-S.14n. to. -5
p.m. during the entire grow-
ing season-but 'on-this special
weekend, professionals from
not only the horticulture
department; but also plant.
pathology': agronomy, ento-
mology, 4-H and home
.economics, .4epar.!_rnentt
be on hand at the centet to
answer questions and help
individuals with their home
gardening problems. The
specialists will provide sug-
gestions and recommenda-
tions on how to have more














The specialists and profes-
sionals will be at the center
from 1 • 5 p.m. both daysOf
the "gardening weekend" to
talk with visitors.
In addition to allowing the
public to enjoy the beauty of
flowering plants, woody orna-
mentals and garden vegetables
and the providing'Cnigges-
tions on what to do with
patio areas, persons are
invited to bring in diseased
plants, Weed or turf prob-
lems,' houseplant problems,_
food preservation questions
and any other problems and
questions about home horti-
culture-and the experts will
be available to help in answer-
ing those questions and to
offer suggestions and alterna-
tives in the solving of those
problems.
A special program of
de.monstrations_ and, _iatoima----
tion al sessions in tours of the
garden center 'have been
arranged for both .days of the
"open-house."
From 1-2 p.m. there will
be- -a .demonstration of -home
lawn care-and from 3 to 4
p.m. there, will be sessions
and demonstrations on varie-
ties of lawn grasses; spraying
to control weeds, insects and
diseases in lawns, and de-
4 thatching.
Two tours of the garden
center is scheduled both days
for 4-H members. Both will--
be half-hour tours,-the first at
1 p.m. and the second at 3 '
p.n. During the tours, 4.H
priijects dealing With horticul-
ture will be discussed.
The vegetable gardens will
be spotlighted in tsililours
each day. They -will also be
half-hour tours, starting at
1:30 and 3;30 p.m. During
the vegetable tours,-the varie-
ties recommended by UK will
be pointed out and discussed
and demonstrations will be
made on the taking and
analyzing of soil tests and on
the cultural techniques for
-the home gardener.
Demonstrations in the care
of woody landscape plants,
including planting, fertiliza-
tion and pruning, will be con-
ducted in hour-long sessions
at 2 and 4 p.m. each of the
two days.
All during The 1-5 p.m.
periods on both days, profes-
sional advice from the special-
__ ists. will be available in the
areas of container plants,
-vegetable crops, fruits- and
nuts, annual flowers (the All-
America Selections in particu-
-4.0T -herb gardens, -4-ti horn-.
culture, plant diseases, plant
insects, ornamental plants
and ho-me 4-conornics as
related to the canning and
preserving of vegetables and
fruits.
UK's Landscape Garden
Center was launched'in 1971
for thtpe benefit of horrieown-
FARMERS!














LANDSCAPE GARDEN CENTER FEATURE-A dwarf con-
ifer_ bed is one of the many features of the Landscape Garden
Center developed on the UK campus by the Horticulture and
Landscape Architecture Department of UK's College of Agri-
-culture. More than 500 treeu shnihs, oritarifehtals, Mayers and
vegetables that grow well in Kentucky are annually lan display
at the Center during an "open house" which this year will be
on July 22-23. However, the Center is open to the public all
during the growing season.
.se_edsmen, nurserymen,.
bedding plant growers, garden
writers, garden club members
and lecturers, professional
horticulturists and- landscape
designers, county. agents with
the Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service and for
-Students in the College of
Agrit ulture -in horticulture
as as, other areas. The
center is-annually -established
to provide information and
instruction concerning horti-
culture and to allow visual
observation of the most
'recent selections of plants
that grow well in Kentucky,
as well as to see and learn
about the newest in gardening
techniques.--
On display at the Land-
scape Garden Center will be
some 500 woody plants,
trees, shrubs and vines; All-
America Selections in trial
grounds of annual flowers,
All-America Selections in
display gardens of annual
flowers, All-America Selec-
tions in a vegetable demon-
stration garden, model vege-
table gardens grown by UK
College of Agriculture
--students, a-trial-plot- of-titt
American Iris Society, plus ,
landscape construction 'ideas
for patios and-gazebos.
Many of the wood plant
materials; 'perennial flowers,
seeds and other plartas' are
provided by individual
nurseries and seed producers
from over the nation for
_ study and research lay the
horticulture department of
the College of Agriculture;
The Landscape Garden
Center is managed by Darrell
Slone, a classified technician
with the horticulture depart-
ment, with students assisting
in the garden development.
Sharon Bale, an Extension
floriculturist and a member
of the staff of specialists in
the horticulture depattment,
is the All-America Selections
judge in the department and
has directed the development
. of the AAS trial and display
,areas in the center this year.
Leo Brauer




different ratios of-the major
plant nutrients which are
nitrogen., phosphate and
potassium. 4-4he percentage of
each nutrient is listed _on-the
-bag and if there is any won-
der what effect each of theae...
nutrients has on plants, here
is what University of Ken-
tucky agronomists have to
say about the matter.
Take nitrogen as -a starter.
it causes plants to take on a
rich green color. It promotes
sap and juice (succulence) in
leafy crops, lends vitality to
both leaf and root, increases
plumpness in grain and prct. '
motes high protein content-in
both grain and, forage crops.
-Phosphorus promotes
vigorous root growth, im-
proves the taste of forage
crops, encourages flowenng
ind fruiting, increases protein
content of alfalfa, promotes
stronger straw in cereal crops
and increases winter hardi-
aess.
Potassium improves resist-





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
A combination of factors,
spearheaded lay.the weather,
is blamed for an anticipated
decline in the harvest'of -Many
Kentucky crops this year.
"Weather is still the biggest
factor affecting crops," David
Williamson, chief statistician
for the Kentucky Crop and
Livestock Reporting Service,
said in an interview.
However, Williamson said
the low price of wheat last fall,
the higher prices for soybeans
compared to corn, federal
support programs and even
comparisions with bumper
crops of the past few years
also are contributing„,to the
expected declines.
The July 1 crop estimate re-
leased by Williamson's office
predicted large declines in the
harvests of wheat, barley and
apples, and a modest decline
in corn. Yields in most of the
crops are also expected to be
down.
The picture may be brighter
for soybeans when their first
estimate comes out Aug. 1, but
burley tobacco, .plagued by
late plantings, could be a
question. The burley
estimates are also not due
until August.
. Williamson said the wheat
crop is nearly all harvested
and is expected to be down 37
percent from last year. The
yield is also expected to be
down about four bushels per
acre.
Williamson said both
weather and the low wheat
prices of last fall can be
"blamed for the decline in
'wheat. He said the cold
Weather delayed some
planting, and he thought the
farmers would have tried•
harder to salvage their crops
if the prices had been better.
He noted the yield had to be'
compared with a pretty good
yield last year.
Corn yield faces the same
comparison problems, with
the record 102 bushels per
acre of two years ago and 90.
bushels per acre last year.
Williamson said this year's
crop is expected to yield .0
bushels per acre, but that
figure is dependent upon good
average rain the rest of the
Beetles In State
Japanese beetles are being
found now in ornamentals in
Eastern Kentucky. Corn
growers should be aware that
these beetles may spread to
their crop, causing damage to
corn in the early silk stage.
"These insects have been
found primarily east of 1-75 in
the state so far this year,"
points out Chris Christensen,
Extension entomologist in the ,
UK College Agriculture.
"Producers in counties bor-
dering this area should be
aware of the possibility that
they'll find Japanese beetles
in their corn too."
' This beetle is one-third to
five-eights of an inch in length,
with a greenish-bronze or
bronze head and upper thorax
(body part to which the first
pair of legs is attached). The
center of the wing cover also is
greenish-bronze, and there
are five white spots along each
side of the abdomen.
"The farmer should be
-oncerned if 40 percent or
more-of his corn field is in the
early silking stage and he has
la heavy beetle population,"
Christensen says. "Their
feeding on silits in this stage
can halt or reduce pollination,
preventing kernel set."
This entomologist says that
I-checking your field is the best
, way to determine whether you
have the problem. He
recommends choosing five
by a consultation on the
rtiatMer-Writh the local-tonally
agent who has most of the
answers on fertilization.
Lime is another material
needed by the soil, in order
for the fertilizers mentioned
to do their best work. (A soil
test will determine just how
much lime is needed).
Lime increases availability
of most of the essential plant
foods. It neutralizes sod
acidity, supplies calcium and
magnesium, and speeds decay
of organic matter and the
release of plant food elements
through increased microbial
activity.
Lime also lowers concert-
tuitions of toxic substances in
the soil, increases fixation of 
nitrogen by soil and legume
nodule organisms and in over-
all effect, improves crop
yields and soil cover.
Returning to the maior
plant nutrients, UK agrono-
mists say these nutrients
occur in nature, but are often
in forms that are unsuited or
have little food value to plant
life. Therefore, these natull
improves general tone and :saw materials must be co •
vigor, atrengthens stems of verted into other compounds
'grain and corn, improves to be useful as fertilizers -
winter hardiness of alfalfa Such conversion is brought
-and ••••prorca tht"trcrairty-of --about y ZITEiraliT orilnit7Kt-
some crops. cal processes. That is the
aaDtase fertilizers corna.-ia reason fig the commercial
such formulas as 10-10-10, fertilizer industry. This indus-
4,17.4-Irr.....fir • and---ritheet7--t-ry --eltartget - these-primarrYT
ey c TeThsethruatfrEftflr-priiffritledeVfa -1B-effit
efficiently and with greater are readily usable by growing
success if the prediction of plants.
need is based on soil tests or
Certify
Acreage
All Calloway County Far-
mers are asked to certify their
1978 planted acreage, set-
aside, diversion and other
_program acreages with the
ASCS Office, according to
David E. Riley, Jr., State
Executive Director.
"Certification is the
procedure by which farmers
report their 1978 program
acreagesaas accurately as
posssible to insure their
eligibility for receiving the
benefits of price support and
disaster, deficiency, diver-
sion, or grazing and haying
payments," Riley said.
"In Calloway County, the
final certification dates for
program crops are: Dark .Air-
cured and Fire cured
Tobacco-July 17; Set-Aside-
July 31," Riley said.
Riley added that growers
not participating in the set-
aside programs should report
their acreages to insure the
opportunity to fully par-
ticipate in future programs.
After certification the ASCS
county office will select farms
ht randomirom a listing for a
an--- -acreage-
mensurement.
Farmers who grow dark air-
cured or dark fired cured
tobneen-should--continue_te__
locations at random
throughout the field, and
checking 25 plants in each
location.
Count all Japanese beetles
on each ear. If the ears
average more than two
beetles each, use control
measures. As .a control in
corn, Christensen suggests
Sevin 50 percent wettable
--powder, applied aerially it 2,4
pounds-acre, in a minimum n of
.5 gallons of water per acre.
"If silks are brown, then
pollination has occurred and
kernel set has already taken
place," he says. "So beetles
can feed on the silks in this
stage without causing damage
to the corn."
Christensen says this beetle
actually feeds on about 250
host plants, causing damage
to ornarhentals and fruit trees
in particular. Roses, apples,
peaches, plums, pears and
grapes are sortie of its
favorite. In general, he
recommends use of Sevin dust
to kill the pest on fruits and
ornamentals around the
home, but cautions it user to
read label direction to
determine which plant-the-
substance may be used on
Corn production is expected
to total 117.9 millon bushels
this year, 7 percent below last
year and 15 percent below
1976.
Williamson said the wet
spring which delayed corn
planting, combined with the
better prices for soybeans,
may have prompted many
farmers to plant soybeans
instead.
"If corn is not planted by
June 15 they generally plant
soybeans," Williamson said.
"And many fanners like to
have it in by May 15." He said.
in some counties, particularly
riverbottorn. counties of
western Kentucky, fanners
were not able to meet that
deadline.
The apple crop is estimated
at 15 million pounds, 32 per-
cent below 1977. But
Williamson pointed out that
was a bumper crop.
Meanwhile, the peach crop,
nearly non-existent last year
following the hard winter of
1976-77, has recovered and a
fair crop of 11 million pounds
is expected.
Barley, which has not
prearen to be productive in
Kentucky, is expected to be
down by 12 percent this year,
although oat production is
expected to be up 7 percent.





Opening of the Murray Branch
We now have offices in Callox-ay, Marshall and Mc-
Cracken counties.
If you have a farm for sale or want to trade for other
property—Call Us Today! ..
Your Money Making Telephone Number Is: 753-.
7411
John Smith, Realtor
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, Howard Boone didn't waste
any time gaining ground on
the first-day leaders of the
Murray Country Club's Medal,
Play tournament Sunday, and
the early flurry gave him the
title in the Mnd annual event.
• The 17-year-old Murray
High senior-to-be eagled No.
1 and birdied No. 2 en route to
a two-under round on the front
nine, 144 total and a f our-
stroke victory.
Three golfers—Joe Rearoat,
Mike Holton and Tim Miller—
all fired even-par rounds of 72
Saturday to take the lead.
Boone had a 74.
But Retroat zoomed to a 76,
Holton and Miller to 78's to
make Boone's charge a bit
easier
The title wasn't the .first
success Boone has ex-
perienced—he captured the
11-and-under Kentucky state
title in 1972 and the 13-and-
Under title in I974—but it was
„his- first non-junior event
victory.
Boone used a driver and
three-wood to leave himself a
ten-foot putt on the 490-yard
opening hole, which he sank to
quickly pick up two strokes on -
par. He followed minutes later-
with another birdie putt. -•
"I just played,pretty solidly,
I guess," Boone said. "I got a
little lucky on No. 18 385
yards', par 4). I pushed my
drive to the right, but the ball
hit a tree and bounced onto the
fringe."_ Boone managed to
salvage a par on the hole.
Ftexroat's 148 total was good
enough for a second in the
championship flight, followed
by Holton, Miller am! Bob
Burke 76-741,( all with 150's.
Lynn Sullivan edged Nick
Hibbard by one stroke to take
fir§Cilight honors with a 158,
while Walter Jones fires a 169
for top honors in the second
flight.
Match play will -begin
Wednesday, and golfers will
be flighted according to their
medal play scores.
You get:
• 4 pieces of fish filet
• crisp french fries
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-- Bob Burke 7674-158
David Buckingham 151
James Brandon .. 154









































Raz V alartova 177
Clyde *dans 
Dave Carr  ... 111
Gene Maddox ate
Ron Cella NO
. DUBLIN, Ohio (AP) —
JoAnne Carner tried-
something new — scoreboard
watching — to break a per-
sonal jinx of never defending
one of her 19 professional golf
titles in previous years. It
worked.
"I normally don't watch the
board at all, but I watched it
all the way around today. I
wanted to see how everybody
stood, to make myself grind
harder," said Carner.
There was one tense
exception, at the last hole
where she needed a par-4 to
salvage a one-shot victory
over Pat Bradley and Betsy
Mauch Turns Batty As SQX Sweep Twinbill;
Ruthven Braves Greyhounds In Phils' Win
Associated Press
Gene Mauch might have
thought first base umpire Bill
Kunkel was blind as a bat...so
he threw some to underline his
argument.
Kunkel ruled that Min-
nesota's Mike Cubbage had
been picked off first base by
catcher Bob Montgomery's
throw in the fourth inning of
the .Twins' 3-2 second-game
loss to the Boston Red Sox
Sunday. Television replays
indicated that Cubbage, who
had reached on a single, ap-
peared to slide back to the bag
ahead of the throw.
Cubbage rose from the Fen-
way Park soil and argued
vehemently, flinging his
helmet and cap, but was out of
the game by the time they
touched the dirt. That brought
Mauch, the Twins manager,
out of the dugout on the run.
"Cubbage was safe,"
screamed Mauch. "I never
come out of the dugout unless I
know I'm right." —
He didn't get to say much to
Kunkel. who ejected the Min-
BANGOR, Maine (AP) —
Insurance salesman Dean
Prince says he -just wanted to
win something."_
--This isn't a bad start," he
added.
Prince, 49,. of Santa Rosa,
Calif., who had never won a
golf tournament before,
survived six days of rugged
competition to capture the
53rd- U.S. Amateur Public
Links Championship.
He . outlasted 158 *her
amateur golfers from across
the country, including an
opponent in the finale who is
ortlac. half his age.
The former Stanford
University baseball star, Who
carried his own golf bag,
defeated 20-year-old Tony
Figueredo of Miami in the 36-
hole match play wrap-up
Saturday 5 and 4.
Prince,' competing in his
third' Publinx, barely-qualified
for the final • four days of
tiesota mentor the moment he
arrived. But Mauch wasn't
through yet. He dashed back'
to the dugout and — grabbing
bats by the handful -- littered
the field with more than a doz-
en before huffing off tn. the
clubhouse.
The afternoon had been
frustrating enough for Mauch,
as his Twins collected 25 hits
but stranded 18 runners in the
double-header loss. The Red
Sox won the first game 5-3 and
took the nightcap' long after
Mauch and Cubbage had -de-
parted.
In other AL action, the
Baltimore Orioles edged the
Texas Rangers 2-1 in 12 in-
nings, the Kansas City Royals
bested New York 3-1 and
dropped the defending world
champion Yankees to fourth
place; the Milwaukee
Brewers routed the Chicago
' White Sox 10-1, the Detroit
Tigers blanked the California
Angels 4-0, the Oakland A's
dowbed the Toronto Blue Jays
8-5 and the Cleveland Indians
beat the Seattle Mariners 8-4.
match play competition. He
had to survive a playoff in
medal play to make the final
field of 64 golfers.
Figueredo, a part-time
college student,' outdroVe
Prince-by 20 to 30- yardson-the
raindrenched Bangor
Municipal Course. But Prince
proved the more accurate
shot-maker.
Prince jumped off to a big
lead, using his putter to win
the second, third and fourth
holes for a 3-up advantage.
He shot par-70 in the 18-hole
morning round to Figtieredo's
74. Prince was 2-over in the
afternoon session when the
match ended on the-14th hole.
Figueredo was 4-over. .
"With the big lead, I was
just concerned with ''making
pars," said Prince. "I wanted
to put pressure on Tony to
make pars. The rain didn't
bother me. I guess, I was
cOncentrating too much for it.




League All-Stars open sub-
district play at the Benton
Little League Mid at 6:30
tonight against the Fulton,
Ky., all-star squad.
If Murray wins, they Will,
are- MarStalt- rbunty
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.
something drastic happens, I
should be in contention."
It was a bitter loss for
Bradley, who snagged con-
secutive bogeys on the last two
holes to squander a stroke
lead over Carner.
•"`q just made silly 'mist:46s
— • really dumb," said
Bradley foiled in a bid for her
second I.PGA title in the last
four weeks. She caught a
bunker at 17 and hit a poor
chip shot at 18.
Still, she refused to let her
heartbreak finish damage her
mental stance heading into the
Open, beginning- Thursday.
"I'll just have to try harder
Should Murray 'win the
sub-district "(the cham- —4
pionship game is Thur-
sday) it would host the
district tourney, to begin
July 24.
The team will depart for
—Benton at 5:15 -4).M. from
the Little League field.
Ladies Professional Golf
Association tournament.
"I didn't look up at the
board at 18 until after I hit my
chip shot," said the 39-year-
old strawberry blonde.
The strategy paid off. She
lofted a wedge to within 18
inches of the cup for an easy
tap-in putt that gave her a 71,
a 7-under-par total of 209, her
third 1978 triumph, and a
$12,750 check.
King, a rookie enjoying her
best finish, knew she could
have earned a tie and forced a
playoff if she made a putt at
18.
"But it was from 33 feet. I
hit It—left of the hole," said
King, who closed with a 70,
best of the leaders. Bradley
settled for /2. She and King
were at 210, six-under, and
picked up checks for $7,310.
Nancy Lope i; the rookie
sensation looking for her
eighth LPGA victory this
year, never seriously
threatened. She had 72 and
shared seventh place at 213
with Jo Ann Washam, Pat
Meyers and Janet Coles.
Kathy Postlewait, who had
the 36-hole lead with Carner
and Bradley; scrambled to a
Royals 3, Yankees 1
Amos Otis hit a two-run
homer in the first inning and
four Kansas City hurlers held
New York to a total of seven
hits as the Royals beat the
Yankees and dropped them to
fourth place in AL East.
Al Hrabosky took over in the
eighth and recorded his 13th
save as the Royals helped
former Yankee Larry Gura, 7-
2, beat his former mates for
the first time.
Brewers 10, White Sox 1
Rookie infielder Paul
Molitor had three hits and
three RBI, stole two bases and
scored once as Milwaukee
routed Chicago for its sixth
victory in seven games. Don
Money's third homer in four
games keyed a five-run
Brewers eighth: ,
Tigers 4, Angels 0 •
Rusty Staub slammed a
three-run homer' and Jack
Billingham recorded his first
AL shutout in leading Detroit
past California.
"This was the first time, all
year I've smelled a shutout,"
said Billingham, who spent
the first 10 years of his career
in the National League.
A's 8, Blue Jays 5
Joe Wallis hit a three-run
homer in the eighth inning,
completing Oakland's
comeback from a 5-2 deficit
and carrying the A's past the
Blue Jays. Oakland's Mike
Edwards extended his hitting
streak to 17 games, tying the
club record set by Bert
Cathpaneris.
•
Bi-Rite, a team from Nash-
ville, defeated Paducah's
Vikings 10-5 for the cham-





Two Murray squads, the
Banditos and the Beach
Builders, competed, but both
lost their first round games
and were eliminated from the
event on Saturday.
The Lucky Strikes, who are
based in Benton but play
National
League
The dogs had their day
Sunday at Atlanta Stadium.
Actually, to be more specific,





by the Braves was not exactly
a success. But from the
standpoint of Dick Ruthven, it
was every bit of a smash hit.
When Ruthven was traded
earlier this season from
Atlanta to Philadelphia, he
skipped town rather cheer-
fully, happy to be going to a
team with 'What he called
"greyhounds in the outfield."
In a seemingly vindictive
response to Ruthven's com-
ment, Atlanta owner .Teit
Turner had a -Greyhound
Day" waiting for him when he
returned to pitch against the
Braves Sunday.
Ruthven, however hardly
blinked at the obvious
harrassment, pitching the
Phillies to a 4-2 victory over
the Braves with Ron Reed's
late-inning relief help.
Elsewhere in the National
League, the St. Louis Car-
dinals beat the San Francisco
Giants 9-4 in the first game of
a doubleheader before losing
the - nightcap 6-0, the Cin-
cinnati Reds walloped the
New York Mets 9-2, the Pit-
tsburgh Pirates .beat the
games in the women's league
in Murray, did manage to
advance to the finals of the
losets' bracket before falling
to the Vikings.
Bi-Rite waltzed through the
'tournament without losiit a
game, and since it defeated
the Vikings Saturday, needed
to whip the Paducah team
only once to win. Had the
Vikings won the final game,
another would have been
necessary.
BiRite's Beverly Birdsong
was selected as the most
--Kindergarten"
Chicago Cubs 3-2 in 10 innings
and 10-6, the Montreal Expos
defeated the Houston Astros 6-
1 and Chicago beat Los
Angeles 3-2 in the opener of a
doubleheader before the
Dodgers came back to win the
nightcap 5-3.
Ruthven and Reed com-
bined on a seven-hitter for the
Phillies. Reed gained his
eighth save of the year, giving
up a home run to Dale Murphy
in the ninth before retiring the
Braves..
Preston Hanna was almost
as effective for Atlanta,
allowing only five hits while
striking out six and walking
just one in seven innings. But
he gave up the one walk and
two of the hits in the same
inning, the second, when the
Phillies got two of their runs
and a lead they never gave up.
Cardinals 9-4, Giants 44
Jerry Mumphrey drove in
three runs with a single and a
double anck, Garry Templeton
collected three hits, scored
twice and added two RBIs in
helping St. Louis beat San
Francisco in the first game of
their doubleheader.
_ The Cardinals, who had
suffered five straight setbacks
against the Giants, battered
longtime tormentor Jim Barr
for 11 of their 14 hits in five
innings, two of them triples by
Templeton and Ted Simm6ns.
Mike Sadek doubled home
two runs in the second inning
to help the Giants beat the
Cardinals in the second game
-behind Ed Halieki's-six-hittee. -
valuable' player foethe event,
















Classes will be held at Eastwood Baptist Church's new






Debbie Massey and Alex
Reinhardt.
The tournament was
sponsored by Borden Inc.
Jones,FormerMurrayan,
Funeral Rites Are Set
HAZEL PARK, Mich. tAP)
- Funeral services -were
scheduled 0 be held today in
this Detroit suburb forlionnieMore 'importantly,
 it Jones, considered by many tobarretritiv
her third U.S. Women's Opeh —
softball pitchers in the world.title this week at the Country
-Club Of Indianapolis. Cramer Jones was killed early
won the game's most Friday in a traffic accident on
prastigiodi.,-claampianallip in -Interstate 7 irt Detres-
..;;;;+somairwe
"I can't wait to playthe Police said Jones was
Open," she said. "Unless traveling southbound On the
McNichols exit ramp when his
car was struck headon by a
car going the wronit,.way. He
died at the scene.
Jones, who was born in
• Mtirray, itr7butitvechrrostef--
his adult life in the Detroit
area, was voted the most
valuable player in the world
fastpitch tournament in 1981,





Tuition $30.00 Per Month
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Linda Rudolph makes a running catch of a line drive as Shawn Sanders watches in the Burger Chef
Women's Softball Invitational Sunday at the Murray City Park. The Vikings beat the Lucky
Strikes 10-8, but Biliftwon the title.
Borg Leads Sweden In Davis Cup Play
BASTAD, Sweden -
Wimbledon champion Bjorn
Borg beat Jose Higueras 6-1, 6-
4, 6-2 to give Sweden a 3-2
victory over Spain in the
European zone Group B Davis
Cup semifinals.
In Sunday's first singles
match, Manuel Orantes of
Spain "defeated Kjell Johan-
sson of Sweden 6-4, 6-4, 7-5 to
even the best-of-five com-
petition at 2-2.
PARIS - Britain defeated
France 3-2 in the Group A
European zone Davis Cup
semifinals as Buster Mottram
posted a 7-5, 6-4, 6-1 singles
victory over Eric Deblicker.
Britain now meets
Czechoslovakia in'the finals of
.the European zone A Davis
Cup event in Eastbotrne,
England, Sept. 15-17.
23-Year-Old Is Dominating In 6-2, 6-0 Win
Gerulaitis Routs Nastase For West Side Title
NEW YORK (AP) - Vitas
Gerulaitis continues his climb
tbward the_top.- of the tennis
world.
Gerulaitis, currently ranked
fourth behind _Bjorn Borg,
Jimmy Connote and
Guillermo Vilas, took another
giant step Sunday when he
routed Romania's Die Nastase
6-2, 6-0 to win the inaugural
$300,000 Forest Hills
Invitational at the West Side
Tennis Club.
"My goal is to become No.
1," said Gerulaitis, who
pocketed a first prize of
$100,000, bringing his nfficial
earnings for 1978 to $327,495.
"I caret really measure it, I
don't have any timetable, but I
think I'M close. I've improved
the past couple of years, and
will keep on improving for
four or five more."
Gerulaitis has been a
Wimbledon semifinalist the
past two years. He won the
Italian and Australian Opens
in 1977, plus the World
Championship Tennis' Finals
and its $100,000 paycheck
earlier this year. He's the top
rai,ikii,4 men's singles player
in World Team Tennis as a
member of the New York
Apples.
The next step is a victory in
one of the big tournaments,
Wimbledon or the U.S. Open.
What must he improve to
achieve that?
"There's no one thing I can
pin-point," replied Gerulaitis,
who will be 24 later this
month. "I'm just going to try
to improve every phase of my
game."
The question was then
turned around. What is it
about Borg that sets him apart
- and above - the rest of the
tennis world?
"Concentration," replied
Gerulaitis. "He has fantastic
concentration. Most of us can
concentrate for a set or two
and then we let up. Borg never
lets up. He's concentrating on
every point, and that gives
him an advantage over the
rest of us. That's something I
have to work on."
Geruladis says that even
though Borg is two years
The Comets (left) and the Cougars ended their season with 7-1
records and a tie for first place in lower-divison girls' softball.
The Comets, front row, from left, are: Leslie Adams, Leslie
Loberger, Terri Lamb, Andrea Galloway and Sherri Lamb. Back
row are Coach Gordan Loberger, Margy Burckfieht-htanette
Williams, Sheri Swift, Mandi Outland and Sherri Gallimore. Not
pictured are lori Williams, Cindy Williams, LuAnn Loberger and
Assistant Coach John Adams. The Cougars; front row, from left,
are: Raysha Roberts, Cathy Williams, Shelly Howell, Kendra
Thurmond, Sherry Meadows and Nannette Wynn. Back row are
Stacey Woods, Melanie McClain, Jerri Weatherford, Laney
Howell, Kristin Hohnian and Cinday Spann. Also pictured is Coach
David Howell. Absent were Laura Pitts and Assistant Coach Gary
Hohman.
kklaus Personality Matches Success
In Golf World As Victory List Grows
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
ST. ANDREWS, Scotland AP) - As
major golfing conquests continue to
escalate for Jack Nicklaus, adjectives
to describe the man run thin. They've
all.Peen used, reused and embellished
- many times over.
Accolades run the risk of sounding
like cliches. It is difficult to give this
magnificent athlete his just due - as a
champion and a person - without
venturing into soppiness.
• Today, resurrecting the drama of his
17th major championship and his third
British Open crown over the oldest,
craggiest and orneriest course the
game has known, it is no time to apply-
the brakes. Calousnesti_Autd cynicism
have to take a holiday,
No other man in this generation -
perhaps in any generation hag so
dominated his sport while
distinguishing himself in overall
character and dignity. He is a rarity in
the madcap, greedy, egocentric world
of professional fun and games.
BaIeball players who shrug off tykes
with autograph pads and sulk in the
sanctuary of their locker rooms could
take a lesson in public relations from
this pleasant midw,estenier who never
has been seen to turn his back on a fan
or a newsman.
Many of the pros in basketball and
football, who sometimes get carried
away with their own importance, would
do well to copy Nicklaus' sensitivity to
obligations he has as a public sports
figure. 4
- Rotten-spoiled tennis -players - and
they are becoming legion -_-- Wm:mid
compelled to spend a day on the golf
'course to see how a great champion
conducts himself with opponents, the
pnblic and the press.
- One can recall his first introduction to
this future fairway giant in 1957 when
the U.S. Open was played at Inverness
in Toledo, Ohio.
"You ought to meet Chadie's ,boy,"
proud Ohioans told visiting newsrnen,
herding them over to see Charlie
Nicklaus, a Columbus druggist who had
a hand on a lean, tow-head 19-year-old.
"This is Jack," they said. "He
already has won the state amateur and
he's just 17, Hi, Jack," the visitors said
Sadri, Margolin Win Hardcourts
CLEVELAND (AP) - John
Sadri of Charlotte, N.C., and
Stacy Margolin .of the
University of Southern
California carried off in-
dividual honors in the
. National Amateur Hardcourt
tennis championships in.
Cleveland.
Sadri easily disposed of
Tony,_ Graham of Sausalito,
Calif‘ 6-1, 6-4 Sunday to win
the men's singles title.
Then he and Graham
teamed to win the 'men's
doubles championship.
- TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
_sx.44,.. Vow T0-4-ampape: •













perfuntorily and rushed over to watch
Ben Hogan and Cary Middlecoff on the
practice putting green.
Two years later, Jack Nicklaus won
the first of his two national amateur
titles and people began taking notice.
There was the period in 1961 when
Jack, 21 years old and beseeched by
Bob Jones to remain amateur, labored
over the decision to turn pro:- He was
criticized for playing an America's Cup
match in Monterrey, Mexico, while still
.undecided.
They booed-him in 1962 at Oakmont
when he beat 
everybody's 
, Arnold
Palmer, for the U.S. Opete - his
first experience with Arnie's stam-
peding army. And there were those
exasperating years when he was
referred to as "whalebone" and "Ohio
Fats."
Nothing broke big Jack's spirit. He
began compiling tournament victories
by the clusters and major cham-
pionships - Masters, British and U.S.
Opens and PGAs - until soon he had
far exceeded the records compiled by
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Mombor Trigg Co. Chamber of Commerce
and Ky. Western Watoriand
San Francisco 6, Pittsburgh 5, 11 in-
nings
Chicago 3, San Diego 1
Los Angeles 1, St.Louis 1
Cincinnati 7, New York 5 ti
Montreal I. Houston 0
Atlanta, 3, Philadelphia 2
Chicago 3-3, Los Angeles 24
Pittsburgh 3-10, San Diego 14, 1st game
10 innings
Montreal 6, Houston 1
St Louis 9-0, San Francisco 4-6
Philadelphia 4, Atlanta 2
Cincinnati 9, New York 2
toe Angeles John 10-7i at Chicago
Reuschel 84)
Sae Diego (Perry 10-41 at Pittsburgh
(Aobinson 431, (n)
New York (Fjpinoaa 7-7 and Hausman
0-0) at Atlanta (Devine 5-4 Mahler 3-41,2,
1 ogf7VelirrriFfirrelirrror TrfiffIlRy ir
.11) at Cincinnati iBonham 8-2 or Seaver 9-
$), (n)•
Philadelphia ilhristenseu 6-8) at Hous-
ton (Niekro 5-71, (n
San Francisco (Knepper 114) at
Denny 114), int.
r„..intrr-we --
San Francisco at Chicago
Loa Angeles at Pittsburgh, (n)
New York at Atlanta,-(n)
Montreal at rincirmati,
Philadelphia at Houston, (n)



















Seattle 32 80 348 1'
Boston 5, Minnesota 4
Oakland 3, Toronto 2
Baltimore 15-1, Texas 7-11
Kansas City 8, New York 2
Milwaukee 3. Chicago 1
California 2, Detroit 0
Seattle 7, Cleveland 6
Boston 5-3, Minnesota 3-2
Baltimore 2, Texas I, 12 innings
Kansas City 3, New York 1
Milwaukee 10, Chicago
Detroit 4, California 0
Oakland I. Toronto 5
Cleveland 8, Seattle 4
Texas ICoinet 3-21 at Baltimore nos-
gan 13-61, in)
Minnesota (Colts 8-6) at Floiston (ter$
7-2), (n)
Q1260501m.rif 0.81 L Nat
V 
..
!rtarsiter 2-3), ( n
:Ch c a go (Barrios 5-61 at Milwaukee
(Caldwell 9-6), in)
Detroit (Baker 1-2) It California Ca
nein •4), (a)
Yeemf0airv1ii 9.9) at Oakland rt571
Texas at Baltimore, (ft
Chicago at Milwaukee. (a) -
Cleveland at California, (n)
Detroit at oaklind, (It)
Toronto at Seattle,
younger, "he's been playing
topflight competition since lie
was 16, so he's really had
more experience than me. I
get by flare on speed and
talent, while his technique is
far more developed. He's at
his peak, or near it, while I
think I will be improving for
the next four or five years."
Gerulaitis was in complete
command of the finals of this
WCT event, created to fill
void at the West Side Tennis
Club caused by. the departure
of the U.S. Open for a new
tennis complex in Flushing
Meadow.
After Nastase scored his
only service break of the
match to lead 2-1 in the first
set, Gerulaitis won the
remaining 11 games, many of
them with ease. He committed
just three unforced errors to
14 by 'Nastase, allowing the
Romanian to score just 10
points in the second set.
He charged the net with
supreme confidence, volleying
effectively as Nastase made
the fatal mistake of hitting
short balls.
- "He was quicker than me at
the net," said Nastase, who
took home a runnerupgbeek of
$40,000. "These balls were so
heavy, I was playing shorter
and shorter every point. That
'gave him a chance to come to
the net."
While the big money was in
the Invitational this week,
EddiePibbs, Guillermo Vilas,
Bernie Mitton of South Africa
and Australian Bill Lloyd
were picking up the scraps
around the world.
Dibbs, top seeded, defeated
Mexican Raul Ramirez 5-7,6-
3, 6-3 to take the singles title in
the $125,000 Western Tennis
Championships in Cincinnati.
Dibbs received $20,000 for




teaming with Gene Mayer to
defeat Ismail El Shafei
Egypt and Brian Fairlie of
New Zealand 6-3, 6,3 in the.
doubles final.
The lanky Mitton outlasted
Australian John James 6-1, 3-
64 7-6 in winning the $75,000
• ,We do professional work • We return warn-out parts .




PROTECTS MOVING PARTS - ENSURES
QUIET OPERATION
-
- -.KELPS MAINTAIN 
STOPPING 'POWER_
' 2-Wheel Front 




front rotors • Re,
pack wheel 
bearings • Check, 
calipers and
hitdcaulic system
chide rear wheels)' 
_
4-Wheel Drum: 
Install new brake 
shoes. all
4 wheels • New 
front grease seals 
• Reface
drums • Repack 
bearings • Inspect 
hydrau-
lic system • Add 
fluid -
Most u S. cars - also 
most Datsur Toyota 
and VW
Additional parts and
serviceS extra it needed
88 pus replacementrefrigerant @53 50 per pound
'lions) parts and serviceS extra if npeded
HELPS MAINTAIN MAXimtiM
COOLING & HOT WEATHER
DEPENDABILITY
• Perform compli,In leak test •
Evacuate and recharge entire system
,firnAdrijulc.frii. Ye.boll. tension •
e 
Tight-
n evaporator, condenser and corn-
pressOr mounts • WO ' norm.
po
6tIt lk Aleut Our Nationwide tirnited. 
Warranty on Auto Service




to 5 quartt performance, reduces
minor brand the chances of wear
10/30 oil • Please photse--for
appointment • In
eludes light trucks.
Hall of Fame Tennis Cham-
pionship at Newport, R.I.
Mitton's victory was his
first on the Grand Prix circuit
and earned him a first prize of
$12,750. He eliminated two
seeded players along the way,
including top-seeded Arthur
Ashe en route to the finals.
Vilas captured the Swiss
International Tennis
Championship, besting Jose
Luis Clerc 6-3, 7-6, 6-4 in an all-
Argentine finale at Gstaad.
In the women's final,
Virginia Ruzici, of Romania
defeated Swiss champion
Petra Delhees 6-2,6-2.
Lloyd became the first
repeat winner in men's singles
on the Canadian Challenge
Circuit, posting a 6-2, 6-2
triumph over Chip Fisher of
Palo Alto, Calif., in the $15,000
Ontario Open. The 18-year-old
Sydney native earned $1,800.
Zenda Liess ..of Daytona
Beach, Fla., won her third
straight women's circuit open,
scoring a 6-0, 7-6 victory over
Aleida Spex of-Miami in the
final.
Front-End Alignment





service extra if needed
• Meets or exceeds every U.S.
auto maker's specifications
Bolt patterns er54t1We 
for
most popular winkles
The added touch for any




dished rim. I.ug nuts
and cap Astra.
Expert Sport When'
Just Sy) ̀( barge II•
pI anb of tether vs s thir t.) 
n
tifnMer Cre.tit Plan stsfaster.Charsin • flankArrwririo
CZtigage • American Express Caret 
• Girip ittanciy,
• !tillers chili • Cash
grogg • Goodly:sr Revelvine Account
S4788 s5288
addltionai parts anc1_,
services extra if nelided
Front-wheel drive excluded
stglarect_..and rotate
all 4 tires • Set caster,
camber. and toe-in to t f
factory specifications
• Inspect suspension and steering system





AdditrOnal parts & service extra if reciu ,e ,1
RESTORE SMOOTH RIDE AND
-14-ANDLING TO FORE IGN.CARS
• Helps improve stahili-ty and
control • Prottcts suspension
system • Helps protect tire mile-
age • Tested quality-equal to or
better than original equipment.
14 s6.75 15 x 
7.5 -











Large ca paci '
Haft's - plenty of power!.
Sale Ends Sat. Night
«  :
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
it. Hours id r Maggy
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OPEN SHOP MINE cuts
1 legal Notice
AS OF Jul) 15. 1978, We,
Ira and Lillie Taylor will
no longer be responsible
for any debts other than
our own.
A FINAL settlement of
accounts has been filed








settlement must be filed
in the Calloway District
Court on or before July
26, 1978, the date of
hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk,
by Janice McClard DC
A FINAL settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District
Court by Margaret
Blalock, committee, of
the estate of Hal Mathis,.
deceased: Exceptions to
this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
District Court. on or '
before July 26, 1978, the
date of heariog.
Frnaces W. Shea, Clerk,
kty Janice McClard DC
A .FINAL settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the -Calloway District
Court by Captola Saxon,
executrix, of the estate
of Phillip Burt Johnson
Saxon, deceased. Ex-
- ceptions to this set-
tlement mirst be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before July
26: 1978. the date of
hearing.
Frnace1 W Shea, Clerk
by Janice MCClard DC
A FINAL settlement of
. accounts has been filed
in Calloway District
Court by Helen Michael,
'adrninistratrix.- of the
estate of Andrew Rex,
deceased. Exceptions to
• this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
District Court on or
before July N, 1978, the
date of hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk
by Janice McCrard DC
A FINAL settlement of
accounts has been filed




estate of Rupert Cohoon.
deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
District Court on or
—befor-e-7idy'26:T778. The-
date of hearing.
Frances W. Shea. Clerk
by Janice McClard DC
-A FINAL settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District





settlement must be filed
1 legal Notice
in the Calloway District
Court on or before July
26. 1978, the date of
hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk
by Janice McClard DC
A FINAL settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District





settlement must be filed
in the Calloway District
Court on or before July
26. 1978, the date of
hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk
by Janice McClard DC
A FINAL,. settlement of 
accountshas been filed
in the Calloway District
Court by Ola Mae
Brandon,. ad-
ministratrix, of the
estate of Janes Eldridge
Brandon, deceasri.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed
in the Calloway District
Court before July
26, 1978, the date of
hearing.
Frances W.. Shea, Clerk
by Janice McClard DC
A FINAL settlement of
'accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District
Court by Dorothy I
Higginbotham,
executrix, of the estate
of Gracie M. Nesbitt.
deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
District Court on or
before July 26, 1978. the
date of hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk





have been *neck in the
Calloway District Court.
All claims against these
estates should be filed
. with the Fiduciary
within six months Of
date of qualification.
Arthur Birke, ,Rt. 5, Box
2376, Murray., Kentucky
Dec'd. Melva Marie
Birke, Rt. 5, Box 2376,
Murray, Kentucky
Executrix.
Mae V. Walsh, 1701
Melrose, Mu'rray,
Kentucky Decd Richard
Atkins, 2367 N. Oak
Park, ChicagO. Illinois
Executor






Ann Lamb. Rt. 7,
Murray. Kentucky, Co-
Administrator, Franklin
Carroll, Rt. 7, Murray.
Kentucky. Co--
Administrator




CUSTOMERS OF MURRAY -
NUMBER ONE WATER DISTRICT
Your Public Service Commission has
requested that the present water rates be
published and they are as follows:
Monthly Rates:
First 2,000 Gallons $4.50 Minimum Bill
Next 3,000 Gallons  $1.60 per 1,000 Gal.
Next 5,000 Gallons  $1.25 per 1,000 Gal.
Next 10000 Gal .  .95 per 1,000Gal.
Next 30,000 Gal.  75 per 1,000 Gal.
Next 50,000 Gal  65 per 1,000 Gal,
Over 100,000 Gal.  .55 per 1,000 Gal.
connection thareges-$250.00 
INSITATION TO BID
The Calloway County Board of Education is
asking for bids on the followink items to be used




Specifications are on file-in the Calloway Coun-
ty Board of Education office building,- 2110
I College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky, and in-'Wrested bidders may obtain the necessary forms_
. - — -
All bids are to be in the Calloway County Board _
of EdUctitien Offlee, 2110 Coloe Farjn I •a
'"191tIrritr,,Crrrlr'i tic y n or ore 12:00 Noon. July
28,-1978..„The Board reserves the right to reject
any or all bids and waive any irregularities in
bidding
2 Notice




Rt. 3, Box 86, Murray,
Kentucky Deed Louse
Palmer, Rt. 3, Box 86,
Murray, Kentucky
Adrninistratrix
Sara Brooks - Tucker
Lawrence, Rt. I,
KirkseY, . Kentucky
Dec'd Joann Harris, Rt.
1, Kirksey, Kentucky
Co-AdMinistratrix,













Dec'd Sandra K. Adams,
204 South 6th Street,
Murray Kentucky
AdmMistratrix












Gloria Sanderson, Rt. 6,
Box 186 B, Murray,
Kentucky Committee
Denver Pauley, Rt. 1,
,.Hardin. Kentucky Dec'd
_:Sandra Sue Tynes, Rt, 2,
Benton Kentucky
-Executrix.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk,







bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 Solith 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking
loin use' our rear en-
trance.










business to better serve
this community and in
doing so, we have moved
to a new location at 816
Coldwater Road, Phone
753-0180.
BIBLE FACTS INC. —
Isaiah 55:6 states "Seek
ye the Lord . while he
may be found, call ye
upon him while he is
near: " Now is the time
to 'seek GOD! Bible
Services Saturdays 3






South 13th., Phone 753-
3128.




will sell at public sale
for cash, a 1977 In-
ternational tractor
Serial No. 10987, at 2
clock p.m., .July 21,
1978 at Taylor Motors.,..
103 S. 4th, Murray KY.
The Undersigned






























I-2 hours a day. Salary
approximately $1500 per
year to start. For more
information call 1-800-




Transit System is ac-
cepting applications for
the position of bus
driver. Worlc hours are




record. Salary $2.65 per
hour. Applications may
be obtained at the City
Clerk's office, City Hall




with figures. No ac-
counting or typing in-
volved. Reply Box 32M,
'Murray, KY 42071.
UNATTACHED LADY to
live in and cafe for
unattached invalid lady.





resume to P. O. Box 32N.
STUFFERS and mailers
URGENTLY NEED-





















ers. We prefer prior
management experie-
nce but it IN not a must.
Company offers ex-
cellent earnings . op-
portunities for
qualified individual
and a good opportunity
for rapid ad-
vancement. Good
benefits and all ex-
penses are paid. If in-




BODY SHOP in basement
on private half acre,
approximately 3 miles
from town. Call 753-0045
or 1-615-232-6943.










ne are the blade. 01 uor held
• end have immediate openings in •
• thrs area for expereenced outside •
• skits representahves marketing
finaneial service% ivhich we or
• nt., needed En, every business
• Expected eawnings of $35 to Sb0 0
• 000 to commt‘sion your first *
year with good chance for adv..,
cenumst ,,,to management' Call 11/
• NRC Toll Free 800 848 7590.
44 14 4, 0 0 4, 41 0 • -11. •
ASSISTANT
NAKA6ft
Opening in Murray and
Mayfield area for trainee, full
r-ornpany benefits. insurance,
retirement Must own








• Wiggins Furniture, 641
• North. Ask for J. P.
Nesbitt. Call 753-4566.
HELP WANTED car hop
needed for evening-shift.....





TV system operator has
an immediate opening
for a self-motivated
manager -- technician -
Excellent benefits and
growth ' opportunities.
Should have at least 2
years of hands-on table
• TV, onstruction and
maintenance ex-
perience. Please reply,
to Box 3867; Evansville











14. Want To Buy •
WOULD LIKE to find a
country home in
Calloway that has
assumable loan. Need 3




Albritton at 1443-0892 or
Mr. Albritton at 1-388-
9991.
WANT TO buy used Gyitr
Set. Call 436-2742 after--'-
6:00.
WANT TO BUY STAN-
DING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 498-8757.








peeling, no coring, no
pre-cooking. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners- Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
FOR SALE, 5 steel
tressels, 56' long, Call
492-8390, can be seen at
old Hazel School.
PEA SHELLERS, does a
bushel in 30 minutes,










Wallin 114 rdware, Paris.
FIREPLACE ,EN-
CLOSURES with,_glass




44MAWMAMMPrr.-WOMM."'maastamrs wpm Ns PM
BUSINESS for sale due
15 Articles For Sale
OR MORE PROFITABLE RESULTS
CHIMNEYS, all fuel,






500 or 597, $43.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
FOR SALE, 20 sheets new .










759-1078 after 4 p.m.
FOR SALE, formica and
Wilson art, lamenated
plastic, sizes 2'x4' —
4'xI2' at 50 COILS per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.
West Ky. Cabinet Co.,
1203 Story Avenue.




record player. Call 753-
5646 or 753-2403.
LIKE NEW queen size






Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture, 641 North.
FRIGIDAIRE RANGE




• iterils, electric stove,
desk, lamps, oriental
table, massage table,
sword, white fabric; 753-
5281.
SEARS KENMORE
heavy duty washer and
dryer. Call 489-2538.
THREE PIECE BR suite,
coffee table and end
tables, 7534615.
19 Farm Equipment
BUSH HOG type mowers,
4', $295; 5', $325; 6', $475;
7', 8650. Kough
Equipment, 10 miles













disc, $1500. Call 435-4326.
FOR SALE tObacco- anti









aluminum 17 ft. Run-A-
Bout Bow Rider with
walk-thru windshield.
1977 Johnson 85 hp Tilt
and Trim motor, less
than 10 hours use and
1977 Holsclaw trailer,
vinyl top, bow, aft and
side curtains, cost new
over $5,000 must sell for
$3,800. _Call 354-8920.
MUST SELL 1978 Com-
bination skiing-fishing
boat. 85 hp Johnson with
-power trim. Trolling
motor and depth finder.
Call 759-1940 after 5.
• 1973 - 1r-711tROW -
ncrttra er
. with 1972 Johnson 85 HP
motor. Trolling motor,
depth finder line, well
box storage • bin.
Excellent condition,
92500. Call 436-5369.










- boat, 16',2 ft., 175 hor-
sepower Evinrude,











piano, organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons
age 6 and up — begin-'
ners to advanced._








Ky. Across from Irving
Cobb-Hotel. Ph. 443-3879.
Shop_if you like, but






Selection — quality *—
price cannot be beat
anywhere. Shop for


















SIBLE party to take up
payment like new color
TV. Clayton's (formerly
J and B Music), 753-7575.





dryer. Very niQe. $5000.
753-4074 or 753-1877.
1972 MODEL 12x60, 2 BR
Sunshine mobile home,
air conditioned, washer-
dryer, and service pole
in good condition, $6,000.
-10' 1973 Chasta camper,
excellent condition,
$1500 1973 14' John boat;
1974 20 hp Mercury





39 acre lot. This home is
in excellent condition
with many extras.
Located about 3 miles
out of Murray just off 94
E. on Hwy. 280 about 1 tis
miles. Pirst gravel foad
past East Elementary,
third mobile home on
the left.. Can be seen
after 5 p.m. and all day
weekends.
FOR SALE a lot and
trailer furnished and a
big living room added on
and all newly painted. in
Hardin. 82800. 753-6791.
10 x 45 NASHUA, 2 BR,
-partially furnished, 100
amp pole, all electric,
$2000. Call 753-0284.
12 x 36 TWO BR mobile
home, 1977 model with'
new type insulation, all
electric, $75001 Call 753-
8086.
UNFURNISHED —
owners must sell 1977
Skyline, 14x70. Call 492-
8892 after 5 p.m.
2!! Heating & Conlin;
KING AUTOMATIC wood
heaters, deluxe por-




29 Mobile Home Rentals
FOR SALE, 2 bedroom
. trailer, Shady Oaks. 489-
2533.
TRAILER SPACE for




mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call .7_53-3280.
31 Want To Rent
LOCAL PERSON wants a
small private apart-
ment, 1 BR near
University. Willing to fix
up. Call E. H. Lax or
Debbie Patton at 753-
5285.
WANT TO RENT quiet
room or apartment in
Murray close to MSU.
Call collect 527-8551.




-Available August 10, 436-
5479. •
FURNISHED ONE or two
bedroom, married
couples and singles only.
Zimmerman Apart-
ments, S. 16th, 753-6609.
FOR RENT, 1 bedroom
apartment. Section 8,
federally subsized




34 Houses Fur Rent
FOR RENT, unfurnished
2 bedroom duplex near
University. Couple or
retiree preferred,
available August 1, 753-
5421.
FOR RENT, luxury
house, 4 bedrooms, 2"12
baths, $250 per month
with $250 deposit. No




heat, city water, couple,
garage, garden-, /10 pets,
references, 753-7551.-
TWO BR house, call 753-
5871 after 5.






37. Livestock • Supplies
GOATS, $10 small one, $15
large one. 436-5856.
WHITE PEKIN
ducklings, $2 each, baby













or 436-2720, Ricky Rick-
man.
38 Pets Supplies
EIGHT WEEK OLD Toy
Poodle, apricot, male,
registered with first




third house on right off
121 South of Cherry
Corner.— Potteetown •
Road. Sunday and
Monday, July 16 and 17,
94.
43 Real Estate
NEW LISTING — in
prestigious Oaks
Estates. If you want a
house that is different
from your neighbors,




and a large upstairs
game roem. All this plus
fireplace, extra storage
and well decorated - call
us and let us show you
this one. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
142.
Purdom & Thurman ---




FOR SALE, by owner; 25
acres Li mile south of
Wiseharts. Grocery.
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
• James, Bob, or Jimmy
. at 753-7668 or 753-2394.. •
SNUG AS A Bug in a
enjoy the
feeling of • contentment
in this neat 2 BR, 1 bath
home in Almo. A great
starter home with lafge
yard and priced to sell at
$14,500. for an ap-
pointment call Loretta







call.. fantastic value is
the only way to describe
this 3 BR double wide
mobile home on 2 acres
in Kirksey area. Sell
with or without furniture
or will consider trade on
property in town. Call






With The Friendly Touch
Chic -Elegant-Spacio-
us. This 4,000 sq. ft.
home has it all. Entry
hall, living room,
dining room, 4 huge
bedrooms, 3112 baths
and rec. room. 1 acre.
Let us show you this
country estate today. "
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
HELP`WANTED
Positions to be filled Coin Operator At-
tendants. Counter Clerks, Stearn





New hiring waiters, waitresses, bus
boys, kqr`hin,
person only at
Dakota Feed and Grain














































































































































A Bug M a
11 enjoy the
'contentment
t 2 BR, 1 bath
Imo. A grat
ne with lafge








































COZY IS cute but big is
better.. Sit on your
Screened-in porch and
watch the boats go
by... Work in your
workshop - then enjoy





An 'ideal home for the
large family. Five
bedrooms, 2'2 baths,.
large family room with
. built-in bookshelves,
.large recreation room
(24 x 14), fireplace in
living room, abundant
storage areas, located
612 miles from Murray,
additional acreage may
be purchased: Priced in
the 50's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222.
WE HAVE JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
central location. This is
in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
shopping downtown,
school, and hospital. the





REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St., 753-0101 or 753-7531




2 bath home with central







concrete floor and 220
wiring. Quality home -
Good value. Priced in




With The Friendly Touch"
Calling us about this
house may be the
wisest call you ever
made. 4 miles out off
Hwy. 94 West, 3
bedrooms, full open
basement, central
heat and air. Two nice
_Oaths, garage, brick
veneer on 114 acres.
Priced to sell. 53,5,0100.
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
43 Real Estate
REDUCED - 2 131L-P-2
bath, central -gas heat,
central .electric. air
conditioning mobile
home. Has its own water
and sewer system.
Located on Hwy. 280








901 Sycamore Murray, Sy
ANOTHER NEW
LISTING - "Quality
plus" best describes this
new 3 bedroom, 2 bath






are only a feta- of the
quality features of this


















' dsome special located
on KY-TN line. 2 BR
frame home, storm
wiadows agar! doors, Gas
heat also wood -flue. A
tobacco barn and base
goes with this home. All
located on 10 acres of
ground, and 8 acres are
tendable, $13,000





come, $725 per month.
For more information
out-of-town owner can
be reached at 136-5479.
REALTORS.,










"WHATEVER 'BECAME OF YOUR AUN7
A1313Y?WE HAVEN'T HEATZ0 FROM
HER SINCE THE 15 CENT TAMP.
LAKE PROPERTY - 2
bedroom home in Pine
Bluff Shores. Home is
situated on waterfront
lot with lovely view of
Kentucky Lake. Priced
at 4nly $18,5011.1 Doze




BRICK HOME plus in-
come property. Move
into this beautiful home
and pay mortgage with
present additional in-
come of $450 per mo.
This home has 3
bedrooms, 1 12 baths,
formal living and dining
room, birch cabinets,
built-in oven and range,
central air, natural gas
heat. Income property is
furnished and fully




(atm sharp 3 bedroom brick
hem located N, Meadow
!Rasa oa 1/1 acre let._ This
bier* has been wig-
amisstaisod, has extra in-
solution for low heat bills.
Outside sterns' area and
work shop, wired, with con-
crete floor. Priced reduced to
'36,500.
investment property-brick
duplex loomed just off 041.s$
only minotos from liturrey.
Nes 2 bedrooms mash side, up.
pros. 1950 sq. ft. welt. wog
carpets end beilt•in op-
plionces. Good income proper-
Priced at '31,500.
Hornbuckle Barber Shop
a§s 209 Walnut Street
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday-Friday - 7: 30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50 PRICE SHAVE $1.25
CALL 753-4013















With The Frtendly Touch"








large corner lot. Call
us and see it today.
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER on Cir-
carama Drive. 3 BR,










home. 3 BR, 2 baths, LR,
family room, built-in
kitchen, DR. UR, double
carport and large lot in
Benton. 527-1450.




gas heat, quiet area with
shade, patio with gas
grill. Over 2000 feet
living area and large
garage. In Bagwell
Manor, call 753-9602.
BRICK HOME plus in-
come property. Move
into this beautiful home
and pay mortgage with
present additional in-
come of $450 per mo.
This home has 3
bedrooms, l'z baths,
formal living and dining
room birch cabinets,
built-in oven and range,
central air, natural gas
heat. Income property
Is furnished and fully
rented for fall semester.
Located- near tritver-
sity. Phone 436-5479.
FOR SALE BY OWNER,
new on market brick, 3
bedroom carpeted, walk
in closets, 2 baths, 2 car
garage with a storage
room, central gas heat
and electric air, entry
halt, living room, large
den with wood burning
fireplace and dining
area, kitchen, with dish-
washer and disposal,








Place, 753-0196 or 753-
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BR brick, cen-











well, 1',2 miles from city
limit. Call 753-2841, 8 til
4.
THREE ROOM furnished




PERT 650 engine. N_ew,
inside and out. Built
and painted by Jim
DeFew. a rigid frame,
Harley rearend, red
crushed velvet seat and
lots of chrome. Ridden




ONE CL 200 Honda, No. 1
condition, $375. No less.
Call 759-4674 after 6 p.m.
or can be seen at. 485 S.
10th.
1975 HONI5A 400 Super
Sport and 2 Handaline
full face helmets. 753-
6562 after 6 p.m.
FOR SALE Honda 450,
good condition, 753-2467
after 5 p.m.
1974 YAMAHA 360 MX
cliff- bike, new knobby
tire chain and rear
sprokett, $450 or best
offer. Call 753-5368 after
5 p.m.
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 1,000 miles. Call
436-2262 or 753-8078.
48 Automotive Service
TRUCK TIRE Sale -
Hiway tread, 700x15",
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,




farm tire service, truck












C60, 16' flat dump, twin
hoist grain sides, and
cattle rack, 3900 miles.
753-8615.
1972 NOVA, 4 door,
automatic, air, power..
steering, AM-FM radio
and tape player, $1095.
Call 489-2595.
_






197 4 VGLKS WAGON
Super Beetle. 2 new
tires, new battery, good
condition. $1950.' Call
7906. 7594711.
49. Used Cars & Trucks





body, Mag white letter
wheels, 435-4429.
FOR SALE, 1972 Inter-
national 1619 with 21'
box van with roll-up
door, V-8, real good
condition. Phone 759-
1811.
1974 HONDA Civic Hatch-
back, 4 speed, radio,
767-4252.
1967 MUSTANG, 6 cyl.,
automatic, fair • con-
ditiorr, $700 or best offer.
Call 753-5368 after 5 p.m.





great, $225. Call 767-
6252.
1973 HONDA Civic, 8800
or best offer. Call 767-




miles, local car, $3475:
Call Taylor Motors, 753-
1372.





must see. Call 753-3410.
1975 VOLKSWAGEN
RABBIT 2 Door hat-
chback deluxe. Car is in
excellent condition with
25,000 actual miles. Red
exterior with white





air, michelon tires and
trailer hitch, 65,000
miles, $1800 or best
offer. 759-1158.
1974 THUNDERBIRD,
AM-FM 8 track stereo,
tilt steering, cruise
- control, all pgyier, 53,000




ing and brakes, $1250
Call after 6 p.m., 753-
6760.
---
MO IMPALA, 350 2
barrel, 15-16 miles per





1974 DATSON 710 coupe,
very clean,orie Owner,
Needs minor body work.
$1200,Lall 753-6059.
1975 VOLVO 164 E; ex-
cellent condition. 1973.









49 Used Cars & Trucks
1976 VOLKSWAGEN








Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
AM-FM radio,
television, speakers
front and rear, couch-






sales has the new
fiberglass cargo cover,
Hwy 80 East, Mayfield,
Ky. 247-8187.
.CAB OVER CAMPER,









camper for long wheel
base pick-up. Com-
pletely self-contained
can be seen at House of
Willow, 4 miles east on








dealer. You've got a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and used
campers. East 94 High-





ficient service. No job





No costly _footings or
. foundations. 100 percent
fireproof masonary
product. Less than the
post of natural stone.
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent do-
it-yourself project or we





Tenn. 38242. Phone 901-
642-1328.
51 Services Offered
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
MOBILE • HOME AN-
CHORS, underpinning
awnings, carports and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your Deeds:
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating,
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John








Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
Call 1-527-1836 after 5
p.m.
AIR -CONDITIONI,NG
sales and service, R. C.
Evans, 47A-2748.
I DO PAINTING of all
kinds, call day or night
437-4152.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also' dry wall






hauling. Call collect 437,
4756.
INSULATION BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimates.





free estimates call 753-
1537.





51, Services Offered 51. Services Offered
GUTTERING BY SEA
itSears continuous gutte -\\S
installed per your
specifications. Call
Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates.
COLLEGE STUDENT
needs job, will do baby
sitting, house cleaning,
mow lawns. Call Kathy
at 753-0749.




repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p.m. 753-7149.
DRIVEWAY WHITE
rocked and graded, rip-
rap delivered and
placed, decorated rock,
all kinds, masonry sand,
free erlinates. Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-
- 5422 after 4 p.m.
HOUSE FRAMING, 81.15




Company Inc. Air con-










B 8z. J HYDRAULICS.
Service calls or in-shop
repair of hydraulic
parts, jack rebuilding,
prices start at $1760.







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,






Also dealers for Volcano
II, the most efficient
wood burner in
America. Solar King of
Mayfield, 247-1253, 607
W. Broadway.
ALL TYPES bacichoe and
septic tank work. Field -





ANY KIND of hauling in




Service in Paducah, 107
Jefferson. Phone 443-









"" See totes! ivetchng tech. . cs> m,.c moues to, echhpment repair _
0, PLUS demonstrations ot since -1:1
.., IN new. eamnasuse welding 9°
a. egu.pment No charge No cil
- obtigation 3.
-.I 1 •C
C.,- - Evan 4 yeit.iwietclonty'occa- iiiii.




. eigme fur; . 8 way 0 sa,,,
I L, July 20, 700 P.M.
Murray Nome & Auto
Chestnut Street
• L8orn way• to mold onth
ON • how hoofs orocloce
• 1.8er. 0•111, 0.1.1111.
• 8.88.••••••• new ••408.8









Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate






(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)
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Deaths and Funerals -4(
Mrs. Willis Short
Dies Here Today
Mrs Willis 'Blanch' Short
of Murray Route Two died this
morning at seven o'clock at
the Murra -Calloway County
Hospital. She wai 69 years of
age
The deceased was a
member of the K irksey
Church of Christ and was a
retired employee of the Merit
Clothing Company. Mayfield.
Horn hum it. 1909, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late F. M.
Alexander and Luella Crass
Alexander
•--Mes. Short is survived. by
her husband. Willis Short. to
whom she was married on
Jan. 18. 1930; two daughters,
Mrs. Barney Uncial) Tabers,
and Mrs. I.ubie f'Daytha
'Trees; Murray Route Two;
one. sister. Mrs. Bryan




are incomplete. but' friend's
may call at tne iSlalock-
Coleman Funeral Home after
ten a.m. on Tuesday.
Final Rites Today
For Mr. Armstrong
Final rites for Tilmon
Armstrong of 905 North Atth
Street, Murras , are being held
today at one p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Bro. Henry Hargis
officiating. Ralph Ray is
directing the singing with
singers from the Union Grove
Church of Christ where he was
a member.
Serving 43 pallbearers are
Buddy Humphreys, Buddy
Anderson, John SriftneY,
Sherwin Boggess, Rex Cooper,
and Marvin Harris. Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cer. ietery
Me Armstrong, age 80% died
Saturday at 1:55 • a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital: He was a retired
employee of the Ford Motor
Company. Born Oct. 5,1897, in
Stewart County, Tenn., he was
the son of the late And
Armstrong and Helen Bailey
Armstrong.
_Survivors include his wife.
Mrs. Lillie McDaniel Arm-
strong, to whom he was
married on April 6, 1921; one
daughter, Mrs. Barney
Belva Helm, Hazel Park,Albert Nichy, Sr..  one son, Richard
Armstrong, Murray RouteRites Are Today --
The final rites for Albert W.
Nichy. Sr., will be held today
at three p.m. at the chapel of
the , Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr.
Jerrell White and the Rev.
Jim Fortner officiating. Mrs.
Oneida White- will be the
organist...
Pallbearers will be Charles
Caldwell. Bill -Angle, Jerg
Hopkins. Thomas Tucker,
Glen Tucker and. Jimmy
Tucker. Burial will folk* in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Nichy, age 54, 1218
Melrose Lane, Murray, died
Friday at 9:30 .p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was former
.owner of • Dixie Cream Donut
Shop in Murray. ,
Si,irvivors include his wife,
Mrs. Jean Nichy. Murray; two
daughers, Mrs. Jimmy
Tucker. Mayfield and Mrs.
Billy Angle. Murray Route
Five; two sons, Albert Nichy,
Jr.. and Michael Nichy,
Murray; three sisters, Mrs.
Ann Loux. Arnold: Pa., Mrs.
Hazel Piontka. Pittsburg, Pa.,
and Mrs. Olga Felling,
Cleveland, Ohio; two
brothers. Billy Nichy, Buffalo,
N. Y. and Steve Nichy,




The funeral for Mrs. Haf-
ford (Zitell Morton ) Cooper of
Hazer Route One was held
Sunday at three p.m. at the
Oak Grove Baptist Church
where she was a member with
the Rev. Otis Jones and the
Rev. Phillip Mansfield of-
ficiating. The music was by
Mrs. L. D. Cook. Jr., and Mrs.
Otto Erwin.
Honorary pallbearers were
Huel West, Aubrey Jones.
togiert Story. and Gerald
Paschall, deacons of the Oak
Grove Church.' Active
pallbearers were Billy Rex
Paschall, Danny Morton,
Terry Lee Orr; Billy Nance,
- Ctiarles • 7ackson, and
Adolphus Myers. Burial was
in the South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home.
Mrs. COoper. age ;70. died
Saturday at 7:30 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Born July 12. 1908, in
Calloway County. she was the
daughter of the late Thomas
Morton and Estella Orr
Morton. One son, Lowell
Cooper. died June 18, 1976.
Survivors include her
husband, Hafford, to whom
she was married on Oct. 7,
1928; two daughters, Mrs.
James Youlonda Grooms,
Hazel Route One, and Mrs.
Rob' Linda McCallon,
Murray Route Two; daughter-
in-law, Mrs. Joan Cooper,
. Hazel Route One; one son. Ted
ooper, Hazel Route on • funeral sera/ices Will be. held
. %titer. . liltLi..J310310n I 41.ral,.._.Welinesiday..at —
Route Three, Puryear, -the- Rev. Julian • Warren and
Tenn.; four brothers, Melvin the Rev. Glen Elliott of-
Morton, Hazel Route (inc. ficiating. •
'F.uel B. Morton. Murray Burial will follow in the
Route Four, Carmon Morton, Brooks Chapel Cemetery with
Hazel Route One, and Joe • the arrangements by the I,inn
Morton, Murray: seven Funeral Home of Benton
-grandchildren; three great where friends may call after
grandchildren.' two p.m. on Tuesiciay.- -
Bailey. N. C. one sister, Mrs.
one brother, Dr.-E. B. Hov.ton,
Murray.and nephew.
Arthur Goheen Is
Dead At Age Of 68
Arthur Goheen,., age 68, of
Hardin died Friday at 10:10
p.m. at the Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.
- , He was a retired carpenter,
a member of the Olive Baptist
Church, and a veteran of
World War II.
Survivors include his wife.
Mrs. Gladys Goheen; two
step-daughters, Mrs. Sherline
Lovett. Benton and Mrs.
Glade Trask, Pinellas Park,
Fla.: two step-sons, Larry
Brown. Pinellas park. Fla.,
and Linn Brown, Largo. Fla.;
nine step-grandchildren.
The funeral was held
Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral.
Home. Benton, with the Rev.
C. R. Dexter officiating.
Burial .was in the Utley
Cemetery in Marshall County.
Ernest A..flowton. -
Dies At Hospital
Ernest A. Houton, brother
of Dr. E. B. Howton of
Murray; died Saturday at a
hospital in Wilson. N.C. He
was 79 years of age and a
resident of Bailey, N. C.
Survivors include his wife,
ATTENDING CIVITAN CONVENTION —Larry Dunn of
West Olive, Murray, greets Civitan International President
Charles C. Baker of Nashville, during a reception. The
58th annual international meeting is being held at the
Albuquerque Convention Center. Dunn and some 1,300
other Civitans and their families are attending the con-
vention which runs from July 2 to July 5. Dunn is the
president-elect of the Murray Civitan aub.
One:-. one sister, Mrs-Aleteil- 14441rguererita 144)wt°11' 11)r Gordt)n Vire to





The funeral will be held
Tuesday at eleven a.m, at the
Bailey United Methodist
Church. Bailey, N. C.. with the
Rev. Johnnie Williams and the
Rev. Dan Meadows of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the Bailey. Town Cemetery
with Masonic dies at the
gnive. _
The Shingleton Funeral
Home of Wilson, N. C., will be





Butch Dodd of 913 North 18th
Street, Murray, are being held
today at two pin. at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill.Funeral
Home with Bro. John Dale
officiating an'a bro. Mark
Pugh directing the 'song
service.
Serving as active
pallhearers are Dick Wilcox,
J. H. Nix, James Pickens,
Charles Gibbs, Grant Styles,
and Jack Dodd. Honorary
pallbearers are Eurie
Garland, Rob Miller, Reggie
Key, Jerry Key, and em-
ployees of Garland Used
Cats. Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Dodd, age 52, an em-
ployee of Garland Used Cars,
Murray. died Saturday
morning at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Betty Dodd, to whom he
was married on May 1, 1964;
two sons, Joe K. Dodd and




Murray; mother Mrs. Sanova
Dodd, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Elizabeth Warren,
Murray Route Five; three
brothers, Charles 1 Dodd,
Murray Route Five,_. Gene
Dodd-, Murray. and Vernon





Mrs. Bessie Jones of Dexter
Route One died Sunday at the
Western State Hospital,
Hopkinsville. She was 68 years
of age.
The deceased was preceded
in death by her husband Euel
The funeral for Clifton L.
Jones of Murray Route Seven
was held Saturday, at. three
p.m. at the chapel of the J.H.
Churchill- Funeral Home with .
Bro. Henry Hargis. officiating.
Coleman Reeder directed the
song service with singers from
the Seventh and Poplar and





Floyd Hart, Glen Crawford,
and Don Osmus. Honorary
pallbearers were Billy
Murdock, Bun Wilkerson,
Willie Everett, Clifford Miller,
Doyle Humphreys, Eldridge
Pickard, Alpha Ford, and
Thomas L. Armstrong. Burial
was in the West' Pork
Cemetery.
Mr. Jones, a farmer, dies
Friday at 12:36 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 62 years of
age and was a member of the
Williarns Chapel Church of
Christ. Born Mar. 12, 1916, in
Calloway County, he-was the
son of the late Elmus F. Jones
and Neva Nevada Story Jones.
He is survivied by his wife,
Mrs. Anna Lou Smotherman
Jones, to whom he was-
Jnereteil on April 17, 1938; one_ itheriff'g_    department.
son, Dennis L. Jones, and his spokesman said today.
Charged in a department
affidavit is Donnie Hargrove.
The spokesman said the man
is charged in connection with
growing some 38 plants.
Sheriff's department per-
sonnel arrested him SundaY,
the spokesman said
wife. Bonnie, and two gran-
dchildren,- Denny Jones and
Johna Carlo Jones, Mayfield
Route Seven, Lynn Grove
community; one sister,. Mrs.
Grant laurine) Styles, and
-One brother, Truman E.
(Gene) Jones, both of Murray.
Jones and, one son, Bobby Joe
Jones Born April 29, 1910, she •
was the daughter of the late Six Killed In RobberyBoone Jeffrey and Nancy Bell—_ .
Alexander Jeffrey.
Mrs. Jones Is survived by
three sisters, Mrs. Oonie
Jones, Michigan, Mrs. Berdie
A. Neldon, Benton Route One,
And Mrs. Omega Jones,
Benton Route Five; two
brother,. Talmadge Jeffrey,
Paducah, and Tilman Jeffrey,
Dexter Route One. '
She was a member of the
Brooks Chapel United-
Methodist Church where
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) -
Police said today they had few
clues in the execution-style
slayings of six restaurant
workers who were marched
into the restaurant's walk-in
refrigerator and then shot in
Hog Market
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De. Gordon Vire announces
that he is beginning practice.
in Family Medicine on
Monday, July 17th.
Dr. Vire is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Vire of
Monticello, and is married to
the former' Dinah Carol
Clayton, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James H. Clayton of
Benton, Kentucky. Dr. and
Mrs. Vire reside at 504 N-. 7th
Street, Murray.
He attended •Montecello
High School, graduating in
1969. He received the Ken-
tucky Chamber of Commerce
County Star Student and U. K.
Alumni Award among others.
He then attended • Trait-




Student and Rotary  
Scholarships awards after his
first year.
Dr. Vire transfered to'
Western Kentucky University
for 1970-71 and entered
medical school in the fall of
1971 at the University of
Kentucky Medical School. He
received his B. S. degree in
chemistry and biology from
Western Kentucky University
in abSentia in 1972. He then-
completed medical school in
1975 and has completed his
three .year residency in
Family Medicine at the
University of Mississippi
Medical School in Jackson,
Mississippi.
He served as chief resident
in Family Medicine at the
Man Charged With
Growing Marijuana
Calloway County Sherriffs _
Department has charged a
Route- I, Dexter, man with
growing marijuana, -a .
the head during an ipparent
robbery.
The bodies were found late
Sunday night by an assistant
manager who had returned to
the Sirloin Stockade
restaurant in the Southern
Hills Shopping Center to pick
up his girlfriend, said police
Sgt. Tom Mundy.' '
Five male workers were





from gunshot wounds to the
head and chest.
She never' regeiri,d
consciousness and died at
about 12:15 a.m., Mundy s1
Police cordoned off the




Dr. Vire's office will be
located in the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital
adjacent to the Emergency
Room until the new Medical
Arts lluilding is completed.
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL
NEW YORK (AP) — Seven
cities around the country are
plagued by walkouts and other
labor problems with
municipal employees.
A union official in
Louisville, Ky., said only a
signed contract will bring
striking firefighters back into
their stationhouses, but the
city plans to try to dorca them




the attention of both the House
and Senate today as
congressional leaders are
trying to show President
Carter some progress on his
energy package.
And supporters and op-
ponents of another con-
troversial and persistent
issue, the proposed Equal
Rights Amendment, are
girding for a House committee
showdown Tuesday on a
resolution to extend the
deadline for the ERA's
ratification.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
federal government has
prepared a contingency plan
that would be put into effect if
the U.S. Postal Service is
unable to reach agreement
with three unions, causing a
strike.
Among the options are that
federal troops be -called in to
sort mail, some forms of mail
temporarily be forbiddeA, and
Dr. Frank Bulle Speaks At
Methodist Church On Sunday
The Reverend Dr. Frank H.
Bulle, superintendent of the
Paris District, was the guest
speaker Sunday at the First
United Metohdist Church. The
subject he chose was "What
Do You Do When You Don't
Know What To Do?", based on
Psalm 16:1-8.
Dr. Bulle was appointed to
the - position of District
Superintendent -on June 1, at
The meeting of the Memphis
Annual Conference by Bishop
Earl G. Hunt. He comes to this
position from the First United
Methodist Church of
Covington, Tenn. Other
pastorates held were: Milan
First Church, Selmer, First
Church, Georgian Hills in




Key Canference Offices held





Education; Dean of Nashville
Area Pastors' School; Cabinet
Representative for Work Area
on Stewardship andkBoard of
Pensions.
Dr. Bulle is a graduate of
Colliersville, Tenn. High
School. He holds the following
degrees: Bachelor of Arts
from I.ambuth College,
Dr. Frank H. Bulle
Jackson, Tenn. Master of
Divinity and Doctor of
Ministry from Vanderbilt
University in Nashville, Tenn.
He is married to Betty
Grace Dunn who graduated "
from Lamb(th College with
-the -B-.--A. Degree in 1954. They'
have three children: Cathy 19,
Carolyn .16 and Sam 6.
In addition to his extensive
experience as a clergyman,
Dr. Bulle has been active in
comnumity activities as
follows: Chairman, McNairy
County Heart Fund; Chair-
man, Selmer Girl Sc_out
Drive; President of Milan
Ministerial Association;
Rotary President as well as a
member of the Lion's Club and
Exchange Club.
some deliveries be stopped or
cut back.
INTERNATIONAL
BONN,W est Germany (AP)
— President Carter' and
leaders of six other major non-
Communist nations today are
unveiling an agreement that
U.S. Treasury Secretary W.
Michael Blumenthal says will
be a "concrete arid-concerted
action program" to deal with
their nations' economic
problems. Carter told
reporters Sunday night, after
the first rounds of economic
summitry, that "the final
results of the deliberations
will be good."
'QUITO, Ecuador (AP) —
Jaime Roldos Aguitera, a 37-
year-old populist who
replaced his father-in-law as a
candidate pulled ahead today
in returns from ,Ecuador's
first presidential election
after eight years of civilian
and military dictatorship.
It appeared unlikely that
any of the six candidates
would get the majority
required for election. A runoff
between the two leaders is •
expected in August or Sep-
ternber
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to tat
Ledger 6, Times by First of Michigan,
Corp., of Murray, are as follows:
Industrial Average *2.04
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'7 DAYS ONLY-JULY 17 thru JULY 24
filemley, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Monday
GET A BONUS IN MERCHANDISE CERTIFICATES
- WORTH $15, $25, or $35
ON A LATER SEARS CATALOG PURCHASE
With the purchase of a Sears home appliance selling
for $150 or more, you get a bonus in merchandise certificates
that can be applied just like cash to a later Sears
catalog purchase of any kind of merchandise
15
$25
in Merchandise Certificates with the
Purchase of a Nome Appliance selling for
in Merchandise Certificates with the
Purchase of a Home Appliance selling for
*- Mgichandise Certkafes with the







Offer Good Sears Cataiog Sale StoresOnly At 
• Offer Expires July 24, 1978
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